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CHRISTOPHERKENNEDY*

COMPARATIVEDELETIONAND OPTIMALITYIN SYNTAX

ABSTRACT. This paperinvestigatesthe syntax of comparativedeletion and comparative
subdeletionin English and argues that the apparentlyparadoxicalbehavior of these two
types of clausal comparativeconstructionsis due to a derivationaldistinction between
them: comparativedeletion involves overt movementplus deletion of a comparedphrase,
while comparativesubdeletion involves covert movement of the comparedphrase. Although this derivationaldifference must be stipulatedin standardapproaches,it follows
from general constraints on the relation between movement and deletion in English in
a model of syntax in which syntactic constraints are ranked and violable, and wellformedness is determined by evaluating competing representationsagainst the set of
constraints,as in OptimalityTheory.The analysis receives independentsupportfrom the
interactionof comparativesand ellipsis, and achieves a higher level of descriptiveand
explanatoryadequacythan altemativeanalyses that do not make referenceto rankedand
violable constraints.

1. INTRODUCTION

COMPARATIVE
DELETION(CD) constructions are expressions of compar-

ison such as those in (1), which comparetwo quantitiesof the same sort of
stuff (numberof stars,degreesof height, degrees of carefulness).
(1)a.

The galaxy containsmore starsthanthe eye can see.

b.

At that time, sea level was not as high as it laterbecame.

c.

My sister drivesas carefullyas I drive.
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Somewhat more exotic, but equally well-attested,are examples of COM(CSD) such as the sentences in (2), which
comparequantitiesof differentsorts of stuff (numberof scoring titles vs.
numberof tattoos, degrees of length vs. degrees of thickness, degrees of
carefulnessvs. degreesof carelessness).
PARATIVE SUBDELETION

(2)a.
b.

Michael Jordanhas more scoring titles than Dennis Rodman
has tattoos.(Chicago Tribune,7.17.98)
The shapes seem to be longer than they are thick .... (Greg

Bear, 1997, Slant, New York,Tor,p. 262)
c.

My sister drives as carefullyas I drivecarelessly.

As the traditionalnames for these constructions suggest, both require
some element to be omitted from the clausal complement of than or as
(henceforththe COMPARATIVE CLAUSE). In the case of CSD, an amount
or degree term must be omitted from the constituent that provides the
point of comparisonwith the morphologicallymarkedphrasein the matrix
clause (the COMPARED CONSTITUENT and HEAD OF THE COMPARATIVE,
respectively, to use the terminology of Bresnan 1977), as shown in (3).
Note that this is not a semantic restriction:(3a) could in principle mean
something like 'the numberof scoring titles that Michael has is greater
than the numberof tattoosthatDennis has, which is many/two'.
(3)a.

Michael has more scoring titles than Dennis has (*two/*many)
tattoos.

b.

The shapes seem to be longer than they are (*2 inches/*that)
thick.

c.

My sister drives as carefullyas I drive (*so/*very)carelessly.

In the case of CD, the lexical content must be omittedfrom the compared
constituentas well, as illustratedby the examples in (4).
(4)a.

The galaxy containsmore starsthanthe eye can see (*stars).

b.

At thattime, sea level was not as high as it laterbecame (*high).

c.

My sister drives as carefullyas I drive-(*carefully).

This 'obligatorydeletion' requirementis important,as it distinguishesCD
from other deletion operationsin English, such as ellipsis, which is optional. There is one exception to this generalizationabout CD, however,
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that involves examples in which the comparedconstituentbears contrastive focus, as in (5), where capitalizationindicatesfocal stress ((5) is from
Chomsky 1977, ex. (247); see also Sag 1976, p. 235).
(5)a.

b.

A: This desk is higherthanthatone is wide.
B: Whatis more, this desk is higherthanthatone is HIGH.
Watchingthe Cubs on his satellite dish has been almost as difficult for Beck as watchingBeck close games has been difficult
for the CUBS. (Chicago Tribune,6.8.99)

Since at least (Lees 1961), most analyses of comparativesin English
have hypothesizedthat CSD structuresare basic, and that the omission
of additionalmaterialin CD can be derived from general principles of
redundancyreduction.On this view, the sentences in (1) are derivedfrom
representationssuch as those in (4).1 However, although a number of
sharedpropertiesprovide strong supportfor the hypothesis that CD and
CSD have essentially the same syntax, researchin the past fifteen years
has uncoveredempirical distinctionsbetween the two constructionsthat
call this conclusion into question. The goal of this paperis to show that a
uniformandhighly explanatoryanalysisof CD andCSD is in fact possible,
but only if we adopta syntacticframeworkin which constraintsareranked
and violable and well-formednessis calculatedin terms of principles of
optimality.
Specifically, I will propose that all clausal comparativesin English
involve A-movement of the comparedconstituentto the specifier of the
1 A varietyof other constituentscan also be omittedfrom the comparativeclause resulting in COMPARATIVE ELLIPSIS (CE) structures.FollowingNapoli (1983), I will assume
thatexamplesof CE like (ia)-(ie) involve eitherCD or CSD plus the variousindependentlymotivatedellipsis operationslisted below (see also Lechner 1999). In this paper, I will
focus primarilyon the syntacticanalysis of the morebasic CD/CSD configurations,though
I will returnto a discussion of the relation between comparativedeletion and ellipsis in
section 5.1.2.

(i)a.

The galaxy contains more starsthanthe solar system does. VP-deletion

b.

The galaxy contains more stars than the solar system. Stripping (or basegeneration;see Hankamer1973)

c.

The galaxy contains more stars than anyone thought. Null complement
anaphora(though see Kennedyand Merchant2000b)

d.

The galaxy contains more starsthanit does planets. Pseudogapping

e.

I suspect they have more to fear from us than we from them. Gapping
(examplefrom the film Mars Attacks)
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clausal complement of than (i.e., SpecCP; see Hankamer1973), but that
the two constructionsdiffer in when this movement applies. The central
claims are summarizedin (6).

(6)
i.

English ComparativeFormation(Version 1)
CD involves overt movement of the compared constituentto
the specifier of a clausal complementof than/as, plus deletion
underidentity with the head of the comparative(cf. Hankamer
1971; Chomsky 1977).2

ii.

CSD involves covert movementof the comparedconstituentto
the specifierof a clausal complementof than/as.

The crucialconsequence of this analysis is that CD and CSD are structurally identical at LF (in the relevantrespects), but differ at PF, predicting
that the two types of comparativesshould behave the same with respect
to LF constraints,and that any differences should be localized to PF, a
predictionthat I show to be correct.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, I provide a detailed
overview of the empiricaldata that any analysis needs to explain. Section
3 then shows how the proposalin (6) providesthe basis for an explanation
of both the similarities and differences between CD and CSD. Section
4 builds the theoreticaljustificationfor the analysis, demonstratingthat
the proposeddistinctionbetween CD and CSD follows from generalprinciples governingmovementanddeletionin a syntacticframeworkin which
constraintsare ranked and violable, as in OptimalityTheory. Section 5
discusses new data that provide independentsupportfor the Optimality
Theoretic analysis. Finally, section 6 considers an alternativeapproach
that does not make reference to constraintranking and optimality,and
shows thatit does not achievethe same level of descriptiveandexplanatory
adequacyas the analysis advocatedin this paper.
2 This proposalis essentiallythe same in termsof its structuralclaims as recentversions
of the 'matchinganalysis' of (restrictive)relativeclauses, in which an intemal head raises
to SpecCP anddeletes underidentitywith the extemal head (see Sauerland1998 andCresti
2000; see also Carlson1977). If this is the correctanalysisof (at least some) relativeclauses
(a point about which there is some debate), then the theoreticalmachinerythat I propose
in section 4 to explain why we get movement and deletion in cases of identity between
the head and comparedconstituentin CD should extend directly to matching analyses of
relativeclauses.

ANDOPTIMALITY
DELETION
IN SYNTAX
COMPARATIVE
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2. SYNTACTIC PROPERTIES OF THE ENGLISH COMPARATIVE CLAUSE

2.1. Evidencefor UniformAnalysis of Comparatives
The hypothesis that CD and CSD involve a single rule of comparative
formationis most fully developedin Bresnan(1973, 1975). Bresnanargues
that comparativesare derived by an unboundeddeletion operation that
obligatorilyeliminatesa degree termfrom the comparedconstituent.Like
other transformations,this operationis subjectto the RelativizedA-overA Condition,which requiresthe additionalremovalof as much redundant
materialas possible, up to recoverability(see Bresnan 1975, p. 68). The
result is thatin CD, where the comparedconstituentis fully identicalwith
the head, the entirephrasemust be deleted. In CSD, however,the lexical
componentof the comparedconstituentis distinctfrom the head, so only
the degreetermmay be deleted. This is illustratedin (7) and (8) (wherethe
constituents that count as identical in Bresnan's analysis are underlined
and deleted materialis struckout).
(7)a.
b.
(8)a.
b.

The galaxy contains more stars than the eye can see
* many-stafsSea level was as highas it laterbecame x-mueh high
Michael has morescoring titles thanDennis has x-man.ytattoos
The shapesare longer thanthey are x-muchthick

Subsequentanalyses, building on Ross's (1967) observationthat CD
and CSD have propertiessimilar to wh-movementconstructions,recast
Bresnan's approachin terms of movement or binding of a degree term.3
While thereare importantdifferencesbetweenthese variousanalyses, they
all share the assumptionthat CD and CSD are derived in fundamentally
the same way, and so predictthatboth types of comparativesshouldhave a
well-definedset of sharedproperties.In particular,they shouldbehave the
same with respect to constraintson movementor unboundeddeletion.
Initialconfirmationof this predictioncomes from the fact thatboth CD
and CSD requirea gap, as observedin section 1, and both CD and CSD
3 For example, Pinkham (1982) postulates direct binding of a degree term for both
CD and CSD and insertion of null pronominalelements in CD, while Heim (1985), Izvorski (1995), and others analyze CD and CSD as A-movement of a degree term and
CD as additionaldeletion of redundantmaterial.Klein (1980) and Gazdar(1981) develop
GPSG implementationsof Bresnan'sapproachusing the SLASH notationfor unbounded
dependencies,in which the head of the comparativecan introduceeither a S/XP or S/Deg
constituent,i.e., a clause missing a phrase(CD) or a degree term (CSD).
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are ill-formedwhen the gap is embeddedin an extractionisland (see Ross
1967; Huddleston1967; Chomsky 1977, and for a more recentdiscussion,
Postal 1998). This is illustratedby the examples in (9)-(12).
(9)a. ComplexNP islands
a. *Michaelhas more scoring titles thanDennis is a guy who has.
b. *Michaelhas more scoring titles than Dennis is a guy who has
tattoos.
Wh-islands
(10)
a. *The shapes were longer than I wonderedwhetherthey would
be.
b. *The shapes were longer than I wondered whether would be
thick.
(1 1) Adjunctislands
a. *My sisterdrives as carefullyas I avoid accidentswhen I drive.
b. *My carefullyas I get into accidentswhen I drivecarelessly.
(12)
Sententialsubjects
a. *There are more stars in the sky than that the eye can see is
certain.
b. *Thereare more starsin the sky thanthatthe eye can see planets
is certain.
Crucially,comparativesdo permit the gap to be embeddedin non-island
complementclauses, as shown by (13).4
(13)a. Michael has more scoring titles thanKim says he has.
b. Michael has more scoring titles thanKim says Dennis plans to
get tattoos.
A second piece of evidence for a uniform analysis of CD and CSD
comes from crossover effects. (14) demonstratesthat CD shows both
4 Bresnan(1975, p. 59 ff. 10) points out thatembeddedoccurrencesof subdeletionare
in general somewhatless felicitous than correspondingexamples of comparativedeletion,
but are improved by maximizing parallelism between matrix and comparativeclauses.
Bresnan attributesthe lowered felicity to a processing factor, a conclusion with which I
agree.
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strongand weak crossovereffects, and (15) makesthe same point for CSD
(Bresnan1975; Chomsky 1977).
(14)a. More Democratsivoted thanthey*i/jexpected to vote.
b. More Democratsivoted thantheir*?i/jfriendsexpectedto vote.
(15)a. More Democratsvoted than they*i/j expected Republicansito
vote.
b. More Democrats voted than their*?i/j friends expected
Republicansito vote.
If sensitivity to islands and crossover effects are indicative of a similar
derivationalhistory,a point on which both movementand unboundeddeletion analyses mainly agree, then facts like these provide strong support
for the view thatCD and CSD shouldbe analyzedin the same way.
A third, somewhat weaker, argumentin favor of a uniform analysis
comes from the interpretationof CD andCSD. CD and CSD constructions
have exactly the same type of truthconditions:both involve comparisonof
two amounts,differingonly in thatCD comparesamountsof the same sort
of stuff, while CSD comparesamountsof differentsorts of stuff. (See in
particularHeim (1985), who explicitly discusses the semantictransparency
of CSD and uses it as a basis for handlingthe interpretationof CD.) Both
the CD and CSD options in (16a) and (17a), for example, can be assigned
the interpretationsparaphrasedin (16b) and (17b), which differ only in
termsof the sort of stuff compared.
(16)a. Michael has more scoring titles thanDennis has (tattoos).
b. the numberof Michael's scoring titles > the numberof Dennis'
scoring titles/tattoos
(17)a. Michael's hands are as wide as my feet are (long)
b. the widthof Michael's hands = the width/lengthof myfeet
While truth-conditionalequivalence (in the relevant sense) is not a sufficient condition for a uniform analysis, it is a necessary one: if CD
and CSD have essentially the same syntactic derivationsand involve the
same functionalvocabulary,then they should also have the same types of
interpretations.
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2.2. EvidenceAgainst a UniformAnalysis
The hypothesis that CD and CSD should be assigned the same syntactic
analysis has received a strong challenge in recent years with the identificationof a set of facts that clearly differentiatebetween the two types of
comparatives,suggestingthatthey are syntacticallydistinctin ways thatgo
beyond the superficialdifferencein the amountof omittedmaterial.These
facts have led a numberof researchersto develop non-uniformanalyses
of comparatives,which differin theirimplementations,but typically share
the assumptionthat CD is derived throughunboundeddeletion or some
combinationof A-movement and ellipsis, while CSD is different.5Five
sets of datacruciallydistinguishCD and CSD.
First, in languages that prohibitprepositionstranding,such as Czech,
CD behaves like movement constructionsand obeys this constraint,but
CSD does not. This is illustratedby the contrastbetween (18) and (19);
(20) demonstratesthe unacceptabilityof prepositionstrandingin a comparable Czech question. (Thanksto Hana Filip for supplying the Czech
data;this point was originallymade by Corver(1990) for Dutch.)
jsem ve vice mestech
nez ty jsi
(18)a. *Bydlel
live.PASTISG aux in more city.PL.GEN than you AUX
v.
bydlel
live.PAST2SGin
I have lived in more cities thanyou have lived in.

(19)

Chci
bydlet ve vice americkych mestech
want.JSG.PRESlive.INF in more American city.PL.GEN
nez jsem bydlel
v europskychmestech.
thanAUX lived.PASTISGin European city.PL.LOC
I want to have lived in more Americancities than I have lived
in Europeancities.

5 For example, Grimshaw (1987) claims that CSD structuresare base-generatedin
their surface form; Corver (1993) and Hendriks(1995) analyze CSD in terms of acrossthe-boardmovement;Kennedy(1998, 1999) claims that CD and CSD constructionshave
distinct but homonymousdegree morphemes,which select for syntacticallydistinct comparativeclauses; Chomsky (1977) and Knowles (1984) claim that the constituenttargeted
by movement in CSD is differentfrom the moved element in CD, while Rivero (1981)
arguesthatit is the landingsite of the moved constituentin CSD thatdifferentiatesit from
CD.
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*Kterych mestech

VaLclav
bydlel
v?
which city.PL.LOCVaclav live.PAST3SGin
Which city does Vaclavlive in?

Second, CD shows COMP-traceeffects in English, but CSD does not
(Bresnan 1977; Grimshaw 1987), as shown by the contrastbetween the
(a) and (b) sentencesin (21) and (22).
(21)a. More books were published than the editor said (*that)would
be.
b. More boys flunkedthanI predicted(*that)would pass.
(22)a. More books were publishedthan the editor said (that) articles
would be.
b.

More boys flunkedthanI predicted(that)girls would pass.

Third, like other types of movement and deletion operations,CD blocks
contractionof an immediately preceding auxiliary,contractionbefore a
CSD site is perfectly acceptable,however(Grimshaw1987):
(23)a. I thoughtthere was more meat thanthere is/*'s.
b. John was more upset then thanhe is/*'s now.
c. She was as happyaboutit then as she is/*'s now.
(24)a. There'smore meat thanthere'srice.
b. Johnwas more upset then thanhe's angrynow.
c. She was as happyaboutit then as she's sad.
Fourth,CD licenses parasitic gaps, a fact that has been taken as further
evidence for its status as a type of A-movement construction(see Postal
1998 for recent discussion), but CSD does not (Grimshaw1987). This is
illustratedby the contrastsbetween the examplesin (25) and those in (26),
where e denotes a parasiticgap.
(25)a. I threwaway more books thanI kept withoutreadinge.
b. Jerome followed more suspects than Arthur interrogated
withoutarrestinge.
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(26)a. *Ithrewaway morebooks thanI keptmagazineswithoutreading
e.
b. *Jeromefollowed more leads than Arthurinterrogatedsuspects
withoutarrestinge.
Note that examples of CSD in which the parasiticgap correspondsto a
degree termare also impossible, as shown by (27a), which would have the
interpretationin (27b).
(27)a. *1threwaway morebooks thanI keptmagazineswithoutreading
e novels.
b. the numbern such that I threwaway n books > the numberm
such that I keptm magazineswithoutreadingm novels
(27a) is ruled out on independentgrounds.Munn (2001) shows thatparasitic gaps correspondto individualdenoting expressions(see also Cinque
1990 and Postal 1993), but as (27b) makes clear, the gap in (27a) denotes
a degree/amount.
This fact raises the question of whetherparasiticgaps constitutea relevant differencebetween CD and CSD, since if CSD involved movement
of a degreeterm,we would expect parasiticgaps to be impossiblefor independentreasons.Below I will arguethatCSD involves (covert)movement
of the whole comparedconstituent,however,andI will show in section 3.3
that CSD actuallylicenses parasiticgaps of the sort in (26) in exactly the
same contexts that wh-in situ does (as documentedin Nissenbaum2000).
I thereforeassumethatthe unacceptabilityof the examplesin (26) mustbe
explainedin termsof the grammarof comparativesandnot (only) in terms
of the grammarof parasiticgaps.
A fifthcontrastcomes from so-called MULTIPLY-HEADED COMPARATIVES, such as the CSD sentences in (28).
(28)a. Christmasmakes as many childrenas happyas it makes adults
unhappy.
b. Max persuadedmore men to buy more cars thanyou persuaded
women to buy trucks.
The semantic analysis of multiply-headedcomparativesis exceedingly
complex (see von Stechow 1984 and Hendriks1995 for discussion), since
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they involve multipleinstancesof comparison.(28b), for example,has the
interpretationin (29).
(29)

[the number of men that Max persuaded to buy cars > the
numberof womenthat you persuaded to buy trucks]AND [the
numberof cars that Max persuaded men to buy > the number
of trucksthatyou persuadedwomento buy]

Thus (28b) is false if Max persuadedmore men to buy cars than you persuaded women to buy trucks,but the numberof cars bought by the men
was fewer thanthe numberof trucksboughtby the women (as in a context
in which, for example,each womanboughtseveraltrucks,while each man
bought only one).
The syntactic properties of these constructions are relatively clear,
however: while examples of multiply-headedCSD like those in (28) are
well-formed, parallel examples of multiply-headedCD are unacceptable
(Corver1990, 1993; Hendriks1995):
(30)a. *Christmasmakesas many childrenas happyas birthdaysmake.
b. *Max persuadedmore people to buy more cars than you persuadedto buy.
'Mixed' multiply-headedcomparatives- comparativesinvolvingboth CD
and CSD - are acceptable,however,as illustratedin (31)
(3 )a. Christmasmakesas manypeople as happyas it makesunhappy.
b. Max persuadedmore people to buy more cars than you persuadedto buy trucks.
A final argumentfor treatingCD and CSD differentlyis relevantonly
to accountsthat seek to analyzeboth constructionsin termsof movement:
According to such analyses, CSD involves A-movement of a null degree
operatorfrom inside the nominal or adjectivalprojectionto the specifier
of the complementof than/as,which we may assumeto be CP (Hankamer
1973). This is illustratedin (32a) and (32b), where movementchains are
representedas sequences consisting of one overt element and some number of deleted copies (as in Chomsky (1993) and subsequentversions of
the 'copy and delete' theoryof movement).Here I assume adjectivalpro-
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jections to be Degree Phrases (DegPs); see Abney (1987), Corver(1990)
Grimshaw(1991) and Kennedy(1999).
(32)a. Michael has more scoring titles than [cp Op Dennis has [DP OP
tattoos]]
b.

The shapes are longer than [cp Op they are [DegP Op thick]]

The problem with this proposal is that such movement is impossible
when the displaced phrase has phonological content, as shown by the
examples in (33), which violate the Left BranchConstraint(Ross 1967).
(33)a. *Howmany does Dennis have [DP hew-manytattoos]]?
b. *[cpHow were the shapes [DegP how thick]]?
To get aroundthis problem, Chomsky (1977, p. 123) suggests that subdeletion may involve featuremovementonly, and so may somehow avoid
the Left BranchConstraint(a proposalrecently revived by Donati 1998).
Corver(1990) providescompelling argumentsthatthe moved elements in
(33) (and thereforein (32) as well) are heads, however,in which case the
actualreasonthat (33a) and (33b) are unacceptableis thatthey violate the
Head MovementConstraint.If this is correct,then Chomsky'sproposalis
untenable:movementof formal featuresalone in (32) would violate GeneralizedPied Piping, which requiresovertmovementof formalfeatureson
a head X to take along XP as well (see Chomsky 1995, pp. 262-264). The
apparentabsence of left brancheffects in CSD thus remainsa problemfor
most movement-basedapproachesto comparatives.
Izvorski(1995) presentsa movementaccountthatdoes not sufferfrom
this problem, because it claims that the term targetedby movement in
CSD (and possibly CD as well) is not syntacticallyparallelto the degree
heads how (many/much)in (33), but ratherto the amountadjunctsin what
quantityand to what degree in (34a) and (34b).
6 Izvorski develops this analysis specifically for CSD, but also suggests that CD could
be given the same analysisif we assumethatthe redundantlexical materialin the compared
constituentis targetedby ellipsis. Thereare (at least) two reasonsto believe thatCD cannot
be handledin this way, however.
First, an example like (ia) would have the structurein (ib), where the comparedDP is
elided.
(i)a.
b.

Dennis got more tattoosthanMichael got.
... than [in what qutity Michael got tatteos]
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(34)a. In what quantitydoes Dennis have tattoos?
b. To what degree were the shapesthick?
This analysis succeeds in explaining many of the propertiesof CSD (for
example, the fact that it is sensitive to islands but does not show COMPtrace effects), but it runs into a numberof empiricalproblems.The most
serious is that it fails to accountfor the fact that the comparedconstituent
in CSD must be a bare nominal (a mass or pluralNP). Although an overt
degreetermis incompatiblewith an amountadjunct,as in (35) (as Izvorski
1995, p. 205 observes),the DP thatintroducesthe object(s)to be measured
may have a determiner,as shown by (36).
(35)a. *Inwhat quantitydid many Republicansvote for this bill?
b. *Inwhat quantitydid Dennis buy severalnew shirts?
(36)a. In what quantitydid the Republicansvote for this bill?
b. In what quantitydid Dennis buy some new shirts?
The problem is that English doesn't allow this sort of DP-ellipsis elsewhere (nor does
it allow NP-ellipsis without an overt determiner),as shown by (ii), which is structurally
parallelto (ib) except thatthe amountoperatoris overt.
(ii)

*1 found out in what quantityDennis got tattoos at the same time that I found
out in what quantityMichael got tattees.

In other words, this analysis would have to stipulatethat deletion of DP is possible (in
fact obligatory;see section 1) only in comparatives;this follows in analyses in which CD
directly targets the compared constituent.Of course, the burden on such analyses is to
explain how CD and ellipsis are different;see the discussion of this point in section 4.3
below.
Second, if CD and CSD involve exactly the same type of A-movementoperation,they
should have the-same licensing propertiesfor parasiticgaps. As we have alreadyseen, this
is not the case: CD licenses parasiticgaps; CSD does not. More to the point, movementof
the sort shown in (34a) does not license parasiticgaps at all, as shown by (iii).
(iii)

*In what quantitydid you throwaway books withoutreading?

If CD involvedthis sort of movement,then it too shouldfail to license parasiticgaps. While
Izvorski'sanalysis does appearto make the correctpredictionsfor CSD regardingparasitic
gaps, we will see in section 3.3 that CSD can license parasiticgaps in certaincontexts.
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CSD strictlyrequiresthe comparedconstituentto be bare, however:
(37)a. More Democratsabstainedthan (*the) Republicansvoted.
b. Dennis bought more new ties than he bought (*some) new
shirts.

2.3. PartitiveComparatives
I conclude this section by looking at a class of comparativesthat have received somewhatless attentionin the literaturethanthe 'standard'CD and
CSD constructionsdiscussed above: comparativeswith partitivesyntax,
which I will call PARTITIVE COMPARATIVES (see Bresnan 1975; Grimshaw 1987). These constructionscome in both CD and CSD variants,as
shown in (38).
(38)a. I met as many of the studentsas you met.
b. I met as many of the studentsas you met of the teachers.
With respect to their syntactic properties,partitiveCD and CSD are
mainly parallel to their standardCD/CSD counterparts.Like other comparatives,both partitiveCD and CSD are sensitive to islands, as shown by
(39a)-(39d). ((39e) shows that both types of partitivecomparativecan be
embeddedin a non-islandcontext.)
(39)a. *1met as manyof the studentsas you had wonderedwhetheryou
would be able to meet (of the teachers).
b. *I met as many of the studentsas you were excited because you
met (of the teachers)
c. *1 met as many of the students as you were introduced to
someone who met (of the teachers).
d. *I met as many of the studentsas thatyou would be able to meet
(of the teachers)was certain.
e. I met as many of the studentsas you had hoped to be able to
meet (of the teachers).
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Similarly, both partitive CD and partitive CSD show strong and weak
crossovereffects:
(40)a. *I was able to meet more of the senatorsthan theyi thought I
would be able to meet [0/of the representatives]i.
b. *I was able to meet more of the senatorsthantheiriaides thought
I would be able to meet [0/of the representatives]i
Turningto the differences between CD/CSD documentedin section 2.2,
we see that partitive CD and CSD show parallel behavior to standard CD/CSD with respect to parasiticgap licensing. While partitiveCD
licenses parasiticgaps, partitiveCSD does not:
(41)a. We invited more of the studentsto the party than you invited
(*of the teachers)aftermeeting at the open house
b. We accepted as many of the domestic applications as they
rejected(*of the foreign applications)afterclosely examining.
The parallelbehaviorof partitivecomparativesand othercomparatives
breaks down when we look at the othercontexts discussed in section 2.2,
however,in the sense that partitiveCD and CSD behave alike in environments where standardCD and CSD behave differently.First, as shown by
(42), both partitiveCD andpartitiveCSD forbidcontractionof a preceding
auxiliary:

(42)a. There isn't as much of the fish left as you said there is (of the
rice).
b. *Thereisn't as much of the fish left as you said there's (of the
rice).
Second, both partitiveCD and partitiveCSD show COMP-traceeffects:
(43)a. *Moreof the old books were readthanI thoughtthat(of the new
books) were read.
b. *As many of the students registered as you said that (of the
teachers)were available.
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There may be independentreasons for the ill-formednessof the partitive
CSD variantsin these examples,however.As shownby (44), partitiveCSD
is also bad in examples in which the complementizeris omitted.
(44)a. More of the old books were read than I think (*of the new
books) were read.
b. As manyof the studentsregisteredas you said (*of the teachers)
were available.
Bresnan(1975) attributesthis restrictionto Kuno's(1973) IncompleteSubject Constraint,which prohibitsmovementout of a subject NP or clause
when what would be left over is an incomplete subject/clause.If this is
correct, then we cannot necessarily conclude from the data in (43) that
partitiveCSD shows COMP-traceeffects. We can, however,conclude that
partitiveCSD and standardCSD are syntacticallydistinct, since only the
latter allows the comparedconstituentto occur in an embedded subject
position. I returnto this point below.
Third, both partitiveCD and partitiveCSD appear to be impossible
in multiply-headed comparatives, as shown by (45)-(46). (45b) also
runs afoul of Incomplete Subject Constraint, but (46b) does not, so
we can safely conclude that multiply headed partitivecomparativesare
impossible.
(45)a. *Max persuadedmore of the men to buy more of the cars than
you persuadedto buy.
b. *Max persuadedmore of the men to buy more of the cars than
you persuadedof the women to buy of the trucks.
(46)a. *Max sold as many of the men as many of the cars as you sold.
b. *Max sold as many of the men as many of the cars as you sold
of the women of the trucks.
Furthermore,'mixed' multiply-headedpartitivecomparativesappearto be
impossible. Comparethe pairs in (47)-(48), where the (a) examples are
mixed multiply-headedstandardcomparatives(cf. (31) above) and the (b)
examples are mixed multiply-headedpartitivecomparatives.
(47)a. Max persuadedmore men to buy more cars thanyou persuaded
to buy trucks.
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b. *Max persuadedmore of the men to buy more of the cars than
you persuadedto buy of the trucks.

(48)a. Max sold as many men as manycars as you sold trucks.
b. *Max sold as many of the men as many of the cars as you sold
of the trucks.
The conclusion to be drawnfrom this collection of facts is that, with
the exception of parasiticgap licensing, all partitivecomparatives- both
the CD and CSD variants- have the propertiesof standard(non-partitive)
CD constructions.In fact, Grimshaw(1987), following Taraldsen(1978),
arguesthatexamples of what I have been calling partitiveCSD are in fact
syntacticallyinstancesof CD, in thatthey targeta full DP, with obligatory
extrapositionof the of-PP. (Grimshawpoints to the parallel behavior of
partitivehow many questionsin contexts such as those discussed above to
supporther proposal.)On this view, an example like (49) has a representation along the lines of (50a), ratherthan(50b), wheretracenotationis used
to representextrapositionand crossed out structureindicates the targetof
CD.
(49)

I met as many of the studentsas you met of the teachers

(50)a. I met as many of the studentsas you met fi, many-tjj[ppof the
teachers]i
b. I met as many of the studentsas you met [DP many [ppof the
teachers]]
In section 4.2.3, I will develop an analysis of partitivecomparativesthat
builds on the Grimshaw/Taraldsen
extrapositionproposal,and I will show
that the propertiesof partitivecomparativescan be explained in terms of
the interactionof the largeranalyticalframeworkI will developfor English
comparativesand the syntax of partitiveDPs more generally.7
7 One difference between the two types of partitivecomparativesis that partitiveCSD
cannottargeta constituentinside a prepositionalphrase(Baltin 1978):
(i)a.
b.

John gave flowers to more of the men thanhe gave cigars to.
*John gave flowers to more of the men than he gave cigars to of the women.
(cf. John gave flowers to more men thanhe gave cigars to women.)
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3. OVERT AND COVERT MOVEMENT IN COMPARATIVES

3.1. Overviewof the Proposal
The facts discussed in section 2 indicate that there are compelling arguments in favor of assigning similarsyntacticanalysesto CD and CSD, but
thereare also empiricaldifferencesbetween the two types of constructions
that must be derivedin orderto maintaina minimumlevel of descriptive
adequacy.One conclusion that could be drawnis that CD and CSD have
distinct syntactic representations;indeed, this is the position adoptedby
the researcherswho have addressedthe data discussed in section 2.2 (see
note 5).
An alternativeconclusion is that CD and CSD are the same in their
basic syntactic properties- both types of comparativeinvolve the same
functional vocabularyand are subject to the same syntactic operationsbut differ in the level of representationat which these operationsapply.
This is the claim of the proposalpresentedin section 1, which is repeated
below.
(51)
i.

English ComparativeFormation(Version1)
CD involves overt movement of the comparedconstituent to
the specifier of the complementof than/as plus deletion under
identitywith the head of the comparative.

ii. CSD involves covert movementof the comparedconstituentto
the specifierof the complementof than/as.
Partitivehow many questionsshow the same restriction:
(ii)a.
b.

How many of the men did John give cigars to?
*How many did Johngive cigars to of the men? (cf. How many did Johnmeet
of the men?)

This looks like a P-strandingeffect, but this is unlikely given that English in general does
not forbid preposition stranding.At the very least, this can be taken as furtherevidence
(along with (43) and (44) above) that partitiveCSD and standardCSD are syntactically
distinct.This restrictionmay be explainablein terms of extraposition,though the facts are
not completely clear.Exampleslike the following do show thatextrapositionof a partitive
PP out of the complement of a prepositionis degraded,but more work needs to be done
here.
(iii)a.
b.

*Kimreadto a few yesterdayof the childrenthathadrequesteda bedtimestory
?Kimread a few yesterdayof the papersthathad been assigned for the class.
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This proposalis statedin the termsof the PrinciplesandParametersframework (Chomsky 1993, 1995, etc.), in which the computationalsystem
generates two 'interfacerepresentations':one that provides the input to
the semantics(LF), and one thatprovidesthe inputto the phonology (PF).
(I briefly addressthe question of how the analysis could be recast in other
syntactic frameworksin the conclusion.) On this view, overt movements
are those that are representedat PF (and typically at LF as well, though
not necessarily;see Aoun and Benmamoun1998), and covert movements
are those that are representedonly at LE. A sentence (LF, PF) is wellformediff it (i) is generatedby the computationalsystem, and (ii) satisfies
the interfaceconstraintson LF and PF representations.
In section 4,1 will argue that these constraintsmust be rankedand violable, and thatwell-formednesswith respectto them is determinedby an
optimalitymetric. For the immediatepurposeof evaluatingthe empirical
adequacy of (51), however, I will focus on a more general result of the
proposalfor Englishcomparatives:CD andCSD have structurallyidentical
LF representationsbut structurallydistinct PF representations.This leads
to the following two predictions:
1. CD and CSD should behave the same with respect to constraintson
LFs.
2. All syntacticdifferencesbetween the two types of comparativesshould
be localized to PF.
As the following two sections will demonstrate,the similaritiesand differences between CD and CSD that were discussed section 2 breakdown in
exactly this way. (In what follows, I focus on standardcomparatives,and
addresspartitivecomparativesin detail in section 4.2.3.)
3.2. TheSimilarities
Let us begin with semantics.The analysis derives the semantic similarity
between CD and CSD by supportinga single compositionalsemanticanalysis of both constructions.(Unlike in mixed analyses, it is not necessary
to posit multiplelexical entriesfor the comparativemorphemes,as in, e.g.,
Kennedy(1998, 1999).) Considerfirst the case of adjectivalcomparatives
like those in (52), which have the LFs in (53a) and (53b). Here I take the
impossibilityof overtdegreemorphologyon the comparedconstituent(see
(3) in section 1) as an indicationthatthis phraseis headedby a null degree
morpheme,notatedDego.
(52)a. Michael's handsare wider thanmy feet are.
b. Michael's handsare wider thanmy feet are long.
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(53)a. Michael's hands are wider than [cp [DegP Dego wide] my feet
are fLDegY wid1C
b. Michael's hands are wider than [cp [DegP Dego long] my feet

areLb-eg

-1C -gJ]

Following Kennedy(1999, 2001), I assumethatgradableadjectivesdenote
functions from objects to degrees and combine with degree morphology
to generatepropertiesof individuals(cf. Bartsch and Vennemaun1973).
Withinthis framework,the degreemorphemesthatheadthe comparedconstituentandthe head of the comparativecan be assignedthe interpretations
in (54a) and (54b), respectively (less and as differ from more only in the
natureof the orderingrelationthey impose), where G is a function from
objects to degrees, Q is a function from propertiesto truth values (the
semantic value of a clausal constituentwith an extractedDegP), and max
is a maximalityoperatorthat returnsthe maximal element of an ordered
set of objects.8
(54)a. Dego = XGQ. max{d I Q(Xx.G (x) > d)}
b. er/more = XGXdXx.G(x)

>-

d

Semanticcomposition in the comparativeclause derives a definite descriptionof a maximaldegree. The crucial steps in the composition of the
comparativeclause in (53a) are illustratedwith the tree in (55); (53b) is
analyzedin exactly the same way, except that wide is replacedwith long.
Here I assume that traces (uninterpretedcopies) are assigned a categoryspecific type (in this case, (e, t) for a predicativeexpression)and abstracted
over (Heim and Kratzer1998), and I ignore tense.
8 The argumentfor Maximalityin comparativescomes from von Stechow (1984) (see
also Lerner and Pinkal 1992; Rullmann 1995; Gawron 1995 and Kennedy 1997). Von
Stechow observes that treatingthe comparativeclause as a simple definite description(as
originallyproposedin Russell 1905) won't work for (i).
(i)

Kim can jump as far as Lee can jump.

The problem is that there is no unique degree d such that Lee can jump d-far (there are
potentiallyquite a few such degrees), so a definite descriptionwould fail to denote. What
(i) means is that Kim can jump fartherthan the maximaldegree d such that Lee can jump
d-far, hence the maximalityoperatorin (54a). The interpretationof max is given in (ii).
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(55)
CP:max{dIwide(my feet) - d}

DegP:AQ.max{d
IQ(Ax.wide(x)

d)}

CAPP my feet)

my feet are IL-wie

IQ(Ax.G(x)> d)} AP:wide
Degc:AGAQ.max{d
I

I

0

wide

The comparativeclause supplies the 'standardof comparison'argument
for the comparativemorpheme,which establishes a relationbetween two
degrees. The interpretationsthatare ultimatelyassignedto (53a) and (53b)
are as in (56), which are truth-conditionallyequivalentto the informal
representationsgiven above in (17b). (See Kennedy(1999) for a detailed
discussion of the compositionalsemanticsof degreepredicates.)
wide(michael's hands)

>-

max{d I wide(myfeet) > d}

b. wide(michael's hands)

>-

max{d

(56)a.

I long(myfeet) > d)

Nominal comparativescan be analyzedin essentiallythe same way.The
examples in (57) are assigned the LFs in (58) (where Do is the null head
of the comparedconstituent).
(57)a. Michael has more scoring titles thanDennis has.
b. Michael has more scoring titles thanDennis has tattoos.
(58)a. Michael has more scoring titles than [cp [DP Do scoring titles]
titles]]
Dennis has [r no cr
b. [Michaelhas morescoringtitles than[cp [DP D? tattoos]Dennis
has [A.C-D?-tattoos]]
Building on the semantic similaritybetween the vague determinermany
and gradableadjectives(see Klein 1980 for discussion),I assume thatpart
of the meaning of nominaldegree morphologyis a functionMANY from
plural objects to amounts.9The head of the comparedconstituentand the
9 This assumptionis implicit in most syntactic analyses of nominal comparatives(as
illustratedby the underlyingstructuresthat Bresnan (1973) assigns to comparatives;see
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comparativedeterminermore can then be assigned the meanings in (59),
where X is a variableover pluralities, P is a (plural)NP meaning, Q is
a function from plural objects to truth values (the semantic value of a
clausal constituentwith an extractedpluralDP), andmaxis the maximality
operator.
(59)a.
b.

Do = XPXQ.max{n1 3X[P(X)

A Q(X) A MANY(X)

more = XPXmXQ.3Y[P(Y) A Q(Y) A MANY(Y)

>

>

n]}

m]

As in the case of adjectivalcomparatives,the comparativeclause is interpretedas a descriptionof a maximal amount,and supplies the standardof
comparisonfor the comparativemorpheme.The interpretationsassigned
to the LFs in (58) are given in (60), which are equivalentto the informal
characterizationsof the truthconditions of these sentences given above in
(16b).
(60)a.

b.

3Y[titles(Y) A have(michael,Y) A MANY(Y)
3X[titles(X) A have(dennis,X) A MANY(X)

>
>

max{n |
n}]

3Y[titles(Y) A have(Michael,Y) A MANY(Y) > max{n |
3XI[tattoos(X)A have(dennis,X) A MANY(X) > n}]

Turningto syntax, the crucial similarities between CD and CSD are
sensitivityto extractionislands and crossovereffects, two sets of phenomena that (in models that assume multiple levels of representation)have
been analyzed as involving (at least) constraintson LF representations
(see Higginbotham1980; Huang 1982; May 1985; Chomsky 1995, and
others). If CD and CSD have structurallyidentical LF representations,it
follows thatthey should have the same rangeof (un-)acceptabilityin these
contexts.
Note that given the semanticanalysis of the comparedconstituentthat
I have proposedhere, this element must move at LF: an in situ analysis is
not possible. This is because the quantificationalforce of the comparative
clause (the maximalityoperator)is introducedby the degree morphology
on the comparedconstituent,not by a higher operator(cf. Baker's (1970)
(7) above), and is explicitly implemented (in differentways) in the semantic analyses of
comparativesdeveloped in, e.g., Cresswell (1977), von Stechow (1984), Gawron (1995)
and Hackl (2001) (see also Grosu and Landman1998 for an even more refined semantic
analysis of degree morphology). As shown by Cresswell (1977), this sort of approach
generalizesto comparativeswith mass nouns as well.
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analysisof questionsandrelatedwork).In orderto generatethe rightinterpretationof the comparativeclause, then, the comparedconstituentmust
take scope over the rest of the clause.10
Before moving to a discussionof the differencesbetween CD andCSD,
I want to say a bit more about the assumptionthat the head of the comparedconstituentis a null morpheme.This is arguablya weak point in the
analysis, since deletion or movement accounts of CSD appearto derive
the obligatorypresence of a 'gap' in this position. In fact, however, the
traditionalmovement and deletion analyses also incorporatestipulations
aboutnull material.In a movementanalysis, it must be stipulatedthatthe
moved degree term is phonologically null (as in, e.g., Chomsky 1977);
in a deletion analysis, it must be stipulatedthat the bound degree head
(x-many/muchin Bresnan's (1973, 1975) representations;see (7)) never
occurs overtly.If it could occur overtly,then we would expect a sentence
like (61a) to allow an interpretationlike (61b).
(61)a. Every quantityof beans shouldbe servedwith much rice.
b. Every quantityof beans should be served with that much/the
same quantityof rice.
As (61b) indicates, the degree use of that gives an approximationof the
bound reading (an observationthat Lees (1961) uses as the basis for his
analysis of the comparative).Since this term cannot occur overtly in the
comparativeclause, however,a deletion analysis must 'derive'deletion by
writingit into the rule.
If we treatthe degree head of the comparedconstituentas a designated
(null) lexical item, as suggested here, then the fact that the head position
cannot be filled by an overt degree morphemefollows from the semantic
10 In priniciple,the maximalityoperatorcould be introducedby the comparativemorpheme itself, as in (ia), in which case it would be necessaryto analyzethe comparativeclause
as a set of degrees, as in (ib).
(i)a.
b.

er/more= XGXDXx.G(x) >- max(D)
DegO = XGXQ.{d I Q(Xx.G(x) > d)}

Assuming that the canonical syntacticexpression of such meanings in English is the whconstruction(Cooper 1983; Jacobson 1995; Heim and Kratzer1998), we still expect the
comparedconstituent to undergo movement (or, in non-transformationalframeworks,to
participatein a correspondingrelation).Since the proposedsyntacticanalysisis compatible
with either view of where maximality in comparativescomes from, I will not attemptto
resolve this issue here.
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analysis presented above, in which the head of the comparedconstituent introducesthe semanticpropertyof maximality.If some other degree
morpheme were inserted (e.g., seven, very, how, etc.), the comparative
clause would be assigned the wrong meaning and the constructionwould
be (semantically)ill-formed.Note also thatin some languages(e.g., Greek,
Bulgarian),the comparedconstituentis headed by an overt degree term
(see note 20), which is exactly the sort of cross-linguistic variationwe
expect to see.
3.3. TheDifferences
3.3.1. P-Stranding,COMP-TraceEffects, Contraction
Turningnow to the propertiesthatdifferentiateCD and CSD, thereis good
evidence that the first three,P-strandingeffects, COMP-traceeffects, and
contraction,involve conditionson overtmovementonly. When we look at
expressionsthat are hypothesizedto undergocovert A-movement- quantificationalDPs and in situ wh-phrases- we see thatthey are acceptablein
these environments.(The formerprovide a more reliable test, since there
is some debateaboutwhetherin situ wh-phrasesmustraise at LF or not.)
For example, (62) shows that in Czech, quantificationalDPs and whphrasesmay occur as objects of prepositions,despite the impossibilityof
P-strandingin overtmovementconstructions(see (20) above).
v kazdemevropskemhlavnimmeste.
(62)a. Va'clavbydlel
Vaclav live.PAST.3SGin every European capital
Vaclavhas lived in every Europeancapital.
ve kterychmestech?
b. Kdo bydlel
who live.PAST3SGin which city.PL.LOC
Who lived in which city?
COMP-traceeffects seem problematicat first,since it has been claimed
thatwh-in situ shows the same sensitivityto this constraintas overtmovement. Kuno and Robinson (1972), for example, point out that (63) is
ungrammatical:
(63)

*I don't know who expects thatwho will visit Mary.

Likewise, the example in (64) does not have an interpretationin which the
universalquantifiereach professor takes scope over the existential some
student,suggestingthatthe formercannotraise from its base position.
(64)

Some student expected that each professor would talk about
comparatives.
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Thereis good reasonto believe thatwhateveris going on in these examples
should not be explained in terms of COMP-traceeffects, however.First,
even if we eliminatethe complementizersin these examples, (63) remains
ungrammaticaland (64) still forbids a wide scope interpretationof every
professor. (The formerobservationis in fact made by Kuno and Robinson,
who are interestedin establishinga broader,clause-materestrictionon the
interpretationof multiplewh-questions.)
Second, if we look at a differentmatrixpredicate,such as make sure,
the facts change: (65) is a perfectly grammaticalmultiple question, and
(66) has a readingin which each speaker takes scope over some student
(Farkasand Giannakidou1996).
(65)

Which studentmade sure that which speakergot home safely?

(66)

Some studentmade sure thateach speakergot home safely.

These facts clearly indicate that the COMP-tracefilter does not apply to
covert movementconstructions,since (63)-(64) and (65)-(66) do not differ with respect to the COMP/subjectconfigurationalrelation. Whatever
restrictions are active in examples like (63) and (64) must therefore
stem from other factors (see Farkas and Giannakidou1996 for relevant
discussion).
Finally, the examples in (67) show that contractionis possible before
an in situ wh-phrase.
(67)a, Who said there'show much rice?
b. Which team's how likely to win?
QuantificationalDPs occur infrequentlyin predicativeposition, but when
they do, contractionis possible, as shown by the examples in (68). ((68b)
contains a quantificationalpossessive, which triggersQR of the entireDP
of which it is a subconstituent,accordingto Barker(1995).)
(68)a. The new president'severythingwe expected him to be.
b. He's everyone'sworst nightmare.
While the principlesunderlyingthese constraintscertainlydeserve explanations in their own right (see Anderson 2000 for a recent PF-based
account of COMP-traceeffects; see also Chomsky and Lasnik 1977 and
Honegger 1996), for the purposesof this paperit is enough to observethat
if CSD involves covert movement, then it should have propertiessimilar
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to quantifiersand in situ wh-phrases.The facts discussed above verify this
prediction.
3.3.2. Multiply-Headed Comparatives

The syntactic properties of multiply-headedcomparativescan also be
tracedto the overt/covertmovementdistinction.Recall fromthe discussion
in section 2.2 thatmultiply-headedCSD constructionsarewell-formed,but
multiply-headedCD is impossible:
(69)a. Christmasmakes as many childrenas happy as it makes adults
unhappy.
b. *Christmasmakes as manychildrenas happyas birthdaysmake.
The acceptability of multiply-headedCSD follows from the proposed
analysis.If CSD involves covertmovement,then multiply-headedcomparatives are syntacticallyparallelto multiplewh-questionsor sentenceswith
more than one quantificationalDP, which have been claimed to involve
multiple instances of covert A-movement(Higginbothamand May 1981;
Huang 1982; May 1985, etc.).
However,althoughEnglish allows multiple instances of covert movement to SpecCP,multiple instances of overt movementto SpecCP are in
generaldisallowed,as illustratedby (70).
(70)

*Whichchildrenhow happywill Christmasmake?

Multiply-headedCD should thereforealso be impossible, since the derivation of a sentence like (69b) would be completelyparallelto (70).
The constraintagainstmultipleA-movementin English is not absolute,
however. As pointed out by Baltin (1982), there are some well-formed
cases of multipleA-movement,such as (71).
(71)

He's a man to whom libertywe could never grant.

The predictionof my analysis is that multiple CD should be possible in
the same context. That is, all other things being equal, multiply-headed
CD and multiplewh-movementshould patterntogether.(72), the relevant
test, is in fact moreacceptablethanthe examplesof multiple-CDdiscussed
above.I 1

(72)

?Clintongrantedmore pardonsto more questionableapplicants
thanany otherpresidenthas ever granted.

1 There is an independentproblem with (72): the second instance of CD deletes the
prepositionto, which is typically not allowed:
(i)

Clintongrantedpardonsto more applicantsthanhe grantedfavors ?(to).
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More generally,the analysis makes the following cross-linguisticprediction:all otherthingsbeing equal,if a languageallows multipleinstances
of overtA-movement,it oughtto allow multiply-headedCD constructions.
The 'all other things being equal' caveat is crucial here since languages
differ widely in the syntactic resources used to express comparison(see
section 5.2). However, initial supportfor this predictioncomes from Japanese, a language that allows multiple scrambling. In this language
multiply-headedCD is possible, as illustratedby (73). (I am gratefulto
HajimeHoji for bringingthis fact to my attention.)
(73)

John-wa
kimi-ga
motto
kaw-ase-ta-yori(mo)
John-TOP you-NOM buy-CAUSE-PAST-THAN more
ooku-no
dansei-ni motto ooku-no
kuruma-o
male-DATmore QUANTITY-GEN
QUANTIFY-GEN
car-ACC
kaw-ase-ta
buy-CAUSE-PAST
John made more men buy more cars thanyou made buy.

Althoughmultiple instancesof CD are in generalruled out in English,
the analysis correctlypredictsthat 'mixed' multiply-headedcomparatives
such as (74a) shouldbe well-formed,since such constructionsinvolve only
one instance of overt movement, namely the one that targetsthe deleted
constituent,as shown by (74b).
(74)a. Max persuadedmore people to buy more cars than you persuadedto buy trucks.
b. Max persuaded more people to buy more cars than [cp
trw-people] you persuadedLr people] to buy [DP trucks]]
The acceptabilityof mixed multiply-headedcomparatives,andthe fact that
in multiple questions in English, one wh-phrasecan (and must) remain
in situ suggest that it ought to be possible to find examples of multiplyheaded CD in which one of the compared constituentsremains in situ
and undeleted. As we will see in section 5.1.1, such constructionsare
in fact grammatical,and moreoverprovide independentevidence for the
OptimalityTheoreticanalysis thatI will presentin section 4.
We may conclude thereforethat the relativeacceptabilityof (72) comparedto othercases
of multipleCD bears out the predictionsof the analysis.
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3.3.3. Parasitic Gaps
The differencebetweenCD andCSD regardingparasiticgap licensing can
also be explainedin terms of the overt/covertmovementdistinction.That
CD licenses parasiticgaps is expected, since the movementpostulatedto
occur in a comparativelike (75a) is exactly the same as the movement
in a question like (75b); the only difference is that in (75a), the moved
constituentis deleted.

(75)a. I threwawaymorebooks than
withoutreadingei]
[cp E.

I kept
L..books]

b. [cP [DP How many books]i did you keep [L,phow manybooks]
withoutreadingei]

The fact that CSD does not license parasitic gaps also follows, given
the well-known constraintthat parasiticgaps are dependenton overt Amovement (Engdahl 1983; see Nissenbaum 1998 for a new analysis of
this requirement).Since the compared constituent in (76a), like the in
situ Wh-phrasein (76b), does not move overtly, it should fail to license
a correspondingparasiticgap.

(76)a. *I threw away more books than [cp I kept [DP papers]i without
readingei]
b. *[cpWho kept [DP how manypapers]iwithoutreadingei]

There is one context in which a parasiticgap may be associatedwith a
phrasethat is moved covertly,however.As shown in Nissenbaum(2000),
covert A-movementlicenses a parasiticgap if there alreadyexists another
parasiticgap chain that is licensed by overt movement.This is illustrated
by the contrastsin (77) (fromNissenbaum2000, (2a)-(2b)).

(77)a. Which senatori did you persuade to borrow which carj after
getting an opponentof ei to put a bomb in ei
b. *Which senatori did you persuade to borrow which carj after
puttinga bomb in ej?
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As pointedout to me by Jon Nissenbaum(personalcommunication),CSD
also licenses parasiticgaps in precisely the same context,providingfurther
supportfor the claim that it involves covertA-movement:
(78)a. I persuadedas many senatorsto buy as many cars as you persuadedto buy trucks1aftergettingopponentsof ei to put bombs
in ej.
b. *I persuaded as many senators to buy as many cars as you
persuadedto buy trucksj afterputtingbombs in ej.
The examples in (78) are mixed multiply-headedcomparatives,in which
one of the comparedconstituentsundergoesovertmovement(CD) and the
otherremainsin situ (CSD). Justas with the multiplewh-questionsin (77),
the in-situ comparedconstituentlicenses a parasiticgap only if the moved
comparedconstituentalso licenses a parasiticgap.
3.3.4. TheLeftBranch Constraint
Finally, the analysis avoids the problemswith the Left BranchConstraint
that arise in othermovement analyses, even thoughit claims that CD and
CSD involve A-movement.In the analysis defendedhere, neitherCD nor
(crucially) CSD involve movement of a left branch degree term out of
DP/DegP; instead, movement targetsthe entire comparedconstituent(cf.
Rivero 1981). In other words, the comparativesin (79) are structurally
analogousnot to the questionsin (80), as on standardmovementanalyses,
but ratherto those in (81), which are perfectlywell-formed.
(79)a. Michael has more scoring titles thanDennis has (tattoos).
b. Michael's handsare wider thanyour feet are (long).
(80)a. *How many does Dennis have tattoos?
b. *How (much) are your feet long?
(81)a. How many tattoos does Dennis have?
b. How long are your feet?
The end resultis thatthe Left BranchConstraint,howeverit is formalized
(see Kennedyand Merchant2000a for a recent proposal),does not come
into play. I thereforeagree with Izvorski (1995) that the reason that CSD
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does not triggerLeft Brancheffects is that it does not involve movement
of a left branchdegree term.

4. OPTIMALITY IN SYNTAX

4.1. Movement,Identity,and Deletion
The previous section demonstratedthat the empiricalsimilaritiesand differences between comparativedeletion and subdeletionin English follow
from a syntacticanalysis in which the comparedconstituentmoves overtly
in CD and covertly in CSD. This approachachieves a level of descriptive
adequacynot matchedby earlieruniformanalyses of comparatives,which
do not satisfactorilyexplain the differences between CD and CSD. At
the same time, it achieves a higher level of explanatoryadequacy than
non-uniformanalyses, since it straightforwardlyderives the similarities
between the two constructions.However, the assumptionthat is crucial
to achieving these results - that CD involves overt movement and CSD
covert movement- is, at this point, a stipulation.
In fact, an analysis similar in spirit to the one proposed here is
considered by Bresnan (1975), who rejects it precisely because of its
apparentlystipulativeand ad hoc nature(Borsley 1984, p. 281 makes a
similarobjection).In particular,Bresnan(1975, p. 63) objects that:
To guaranteethat only the maximallyrecoverableconstituentis moved [in comparatives],
one would have to place a special identityconditionin the rule itself ... [O]n this analysis,
it becomes accidentalthat the moved constituentsundergo deletion and that the elements
movedjust happento be those which would be maximallyrecoverableif deleted.

In particular,Bresnan is concerned about the impossibility of examples
like the following ((82a) is from Bresnan1977, example (29a)):
(82)a. *She has more boyfriendsthanbooks she has.
(cf. She has more boyfriendsthanshe has books.)
b. *She has more boyfriendsthanI have boyfriends.
(cf. She has more boyfriendsthanI have.)
In Bresnan's analysis, these facts are explained by the assumptionthat
comparativesinvolve deletion, not movement(which rules out (82a)), and
the fact that the Relativized A-over-A Condition requiresdeletion of as
much identicalmaterialas possible (rulingout (82b)).
The challenge for a movementanalysis is to explain why we get movement and deletion whenever the comparedconstituentis identical to the
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head (CD), but neither movement nor deletion when the head and compared constituentare not identical (CSD). My goal in this section is to
demonstratethat this result follows from the interactionof general constraintson movementand deletion in an OptimalityTheoreticframework
(Prince and Smolensky 1993), in which syntactic constraintsare ranked
and violable and well-formednessis determinedby evaluatingcompeting
syntacticrepresentationsagainstthe constrainthierarchy.In short:deletion
is good and overt movementis bad, but it's better to delete than to avoid
overt movement.
Fourconstraintsareinvolvedin the analysis.First,following Grimshaw
(1997) and Ackema and Neeleman (1998), I assume a constraintSTAY
which forbids movement.For the purposeof this paper,I will assume that
STAY is violated by any single instance of movement, as in Grimshaw
(1997).12 Since I have assumed that movement is a copying operation,
STAY can be defined as in (83), where ai+l and as are copies of a single
syntacticexpressiona.
(83)

STAY: *[ai+l

...

ai]

Next we need a constraintthat favors deletion. As alreadymentioned,
I am adopting the basic architecturalassumptionsof the Principles and
Parametersframework:I assume that the output of the computational
system is a pair of syntactic representations(LF, PF). If we furtherassume the Late Insertion model of morphology developed in Halle and
Marantz (1993) (see also Anderson 1992; Beard 1995; Bobaljik 1995;
Zwart1997; Lidz 1998), in which lexical insertionis a Post-syntacticoperation (the 'interpretation'of a PF representation),deletioncan be construed
as an indicationthat a constituentin the PF representationshould remain
uninterpreted,and thereforeunpronounced.
To make things precise, let us assume that constituents in a syntactic representationare featurestructuresof the sort common to work in
constraint-basedformalismslike Head-DrivenPhraseStructureGrammar
(Pollard and Sag 1994); see Veenstra(1998) for a formalizationof P&P
feature structuresin these terms. In particular,let us assume that every
terminalnode has a MORPH featurethat indicates how the node is to be
interpretedby the morphologicalcomponent (Veenstra'sWORD feature),
whose value is determinedas a function of syntactic composition. (For
example,tense or agreementfeaturesmay be added/deletedby movement.)
12 Ackema and Neeleman (1998) calculate violates of
STAY in terms of the distance

between a moved expression and its base position, building in a minimalityrequirement.
This is arguablya betterapproach,but since length of movementis not a featurein the data
I am discussing here, I will stick with the simplerversion of the constraintin (83).
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The view of deletionpresentedabovecan thenbe implementedby allowing
the computationalsystem to generaterepresentationsin which the value of
a node's MORPH featureis NIL. Fornotationalconvenience,I will represent
a feature/valuecombination[MORPH: NIL]on a node et by strikingout at:
La

* **]

As a startingpoint, I will makethe strongestpossible assumptionabout
deletion: the grammarcontains a constraintDELETEwhich is violated by
any non-NILMORPH featureas expressedin (84).
(84)

DELETE:
[

-1

DELETEcan be thoughtof as a grammaticizationof the functionalnotion
of 'economy of effort' familiarfrom work on speech production(see e.g.,
Lindblom1990): the best outputof the syntaxis one thatrequiresthe least
amountof work for the productionsystem. This constraintis necessarily
violated by just about every well-formedsentence, but this is not a problem: it simply illustratesthe fact that constraintviolations are toleratedin
orderto satisfy higherrankedconstraints.
In this case, the crucial higher rankedconstraintis one that requires
deletions to be recoverable.Such a constraintplayed a fundamentalrole
in early work in generativesyntax, in particularin the analysis of 'long
distance' deletion rules, later reanalyzedas movement.(See in particular
the discussion in Chomsky 1965, pp. 144-145, 182-183.) Given the return

to a theory of movement that crucially incorporatesa deletion operation
(the 'copy and delete' theory advocatedin Chomsky (1993) and a wide
range of subsequentwork in recent years), the implementationof a recoverability constraintonce again becomes a central issue. Here I will
adopt a formalizationof recoverabilityas in (85), and I will assume it to
be undominated(Fiengo and Lasnik 1972).13
(85)

RECOVERABILITY: For any constituent a, if [a-..-l,

then there

is a constituentfiA a such that,Bis recoverableand ID(a, ,8),
where ID is a grammaticalidentityrelation.
(85) requiresany deleted constituentto stand in a 'grammaticalidentity
relation'with some otherconstituent;I assumethe set of grammaticalidentity relationsto include at least the copy relationthatholds between chain
13 On the surface, it would seem that RECOVERABILITYhas to be undominated.This

is an issue that deserves closer scrutiny,however, as there are certain phenomena- e.g.,
'pro-drop'in languageswithoutagreementmorphology,deletionof prepositionsin certain
relativeclauses - which may be insightfullyexplainedin termsof violations of RECOVERABILITY.I am gratefulto RodrigoGutierrezBravoandJudithAissen for discussion of this
point.
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elements and the identityrelationthatholds between an elided constituent
and its antecedent.The formeris a local relation,so in the case of deletion
in movementchains (85) can be evaluatedby looking at a single syntactic
representation.On the surface, however, it appearsthat in at least some
cases of deletion in ellipsis, RECOVERABILITY can be evaluatedonly by
examiningthe syntacticrepresentationsof othersentences in the discourse
(see Hankamer1979, pp. 291-293). Introducingthis sortof 'global search'
requirementinto the evaluationmetric for particularsentences is clearly
undesirable,but as we will see in section 4.3, with the properformulation
of the identityrelationinvolvedin ellipsis, this can be avoided.14Note that
(85) is vacuouslysatisfiedby any non-deletedconstituent.
The threeconstraintsdiscussed above are general;the fourthis specific
to comparatives.Building on the analysis of questions in Ackema and
Neeleman (1998), I assume a constraintC-SCOPE that governs the syntax
of the comparativeclause.
(86)

C-SCOPE:The comparedconstituentmust occupy the specifier
of the complementof than/as.

I assume this constraintto make the analysis clear, but C-SCOPEshould
more properlybe thought of as a specific instantiationof a more general
constraintthat requiresexpressions to occupy syntactic positions appropriatefor their semantictypes. In the case of comparatives,the compared
constituentmustbe in SpecCPin orderto derivethe rightinterpretationfor
the comparativeclause, in the same way that, e.g., the 'null operator'in a
relativemust be in SpecCP in orderto derive the right interpretationfor a
relativeclause.
Withthese constraintsin hand,the grammaticalorganizationneeded to
explain the propertiesof English comparativesis as follows. First, since I
have assumeda syntacticframeworkwith two levels of representation,I allow for the possibility thatthe differentinterfaceshave differentconstraint
rankings,with correspondingstructuraldifferences in optimal outputs.15
14 I am assuming here that the licensing conditions for deletion in movement chains
differ from the licensing conditions for deletion in ellipsis, even though the end result in
both movement and ellipsis (non-pronunciationof syntactic material)is realized by the
same mechanism(deletion of phrasalmaterial).That movement and ellipsis are subjectto
different licensing conditions is well-established:in Williams' (1977) terms, the former
is part of S(entence)-grammarand the latter is part of D(iscourse)-grammar(see also
Hankamer1979).
15 Whetherthe entire set of constraintsthat apply at LF or PF are the same (just under
differentrankings),or whetherthe two interfacelevels have disjoint sets of constraintsis a
questionthatI will not addresshere. What seems most likely is thatconstraintsgoverning
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To derive the result that all comparativesinvolve movement of the compared constituentto SpecCP at LF, then, the grammarmust have the LF
constraintrankingin (87).
(87)

LF Ranking
C-SCOPE>> STAY

Again, if C-SCOPE is actually a specific instance of a more general
constraintthat says that expressions need to be in a syntactic position
appropriatefor theirtype, this rankingamountsto saying thatcovertmovement for semanticreasonsis licensed in English, a commonassumptionin
the P&P framework(see Heim and Kratzer1998).
Such movement is generally not licensed overtly, however, indicating that STAY outranksC-SCOPE at PF. This rankingforbids any overt
movement in comparatives,so in orderto derive movementin CD, some
otherconstraintmust outrankSTAY.I claim thatthis constraintis DELETE,
giving the PF rankingin (88).
(88)

PF Ranking
DELETE?>STAY ?>C-SCOPE

The result of this ranking is that overt movement should in general be
dispreferred,but, all otherthings being equal, syntacticrepresentationsin
which movementfeeds deletion will be preferredto representationswhich
avoid movementbut fail to delete. (At the same time, representationsthat
effect deletion withoutmovementshould be best of all, a point that I will
returnto in section 5.1.2.) In the next section, I will show thatthis ranking
of PF constraintsderives the overt/covertmovement distinctionbetween
CD and CSD.
4.2. The Grammarof Comparisonin English
4.2.1. ComparativeDeletion
Let us begin by examining comparativedeletion. Recall that the desired
output is a PF representationin which the comparedconstituentmoves
and deletes. Looking at the relevant candidatePFs for an example like
(89), however,we see that there is a problem. (In the following tableaux,
purely syntactic relations, such as STAY, C-SCOPE, and so forth should be shared, but
constraintsthat are 'interfacespecific' (such as DELETE) should be localized to particular
interfaces.
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I will indicateonly relevantviolations of DELETE, which is actually violated by any overt material,as noted above. I will also generally omit the
undominatedRECOVERABILITY constraint.)

(89)

The galaxy containsmore starsthanthe eye can see.

TableauI. Comparativedeletion (wrong)
DELETE

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

than [CPthe eye can see [DPstars]]
Vthan [cP the eye can see [DPstars]]
than [CP[DPstars]the eye can see [DPstars]]
than [CP[DP stars]the eye can see EV" stars-]
than [CP{DP
Jtarsi the eye can see [DPstars]]
than [CP{DPstar-] the eye can seef[DP-star-]]

STAY

!
* !*

!
*!
_

!

As the tableauindicates, the optimal candidateis not the desired (f), but
rather(b), in which the comparedconstituentis deleted in situ, in satisfaction of both DELETE and STAY. This is in fact the structureassignedto (89)
by early transformationalanalyses of CD (such as Lees 1961; Chomsky
1965; Bresnan 1973 and Carlson 1977), but within the largertheoretical
frameworkadoptedhere, this is clearly the wrong result:even though (b)
and (f) are string identical, the range of evidence examined in sections 2
and 3 indicates that CD involves overt movement. In order to derive (f)
as the optimal output,then, the (b) candidatemust be ruled out by some
higher-rankingconstraint(s)which have the effect of makingmovementa
necessaryconditionfor deletion of the comparedconstituentin CD.
In fact, if we take a closer look at the way in which deletion is licensed,
we can find argumentsthat exactly this conclusion is correct. I have assumedhere thatdeletionis partof the set of operationsthatbuildcandidate
PF representations.Actual instancesof deletion in particularPFs still need
to be licensed, however, and in English, the two most common modes
of licensing phrasaldeletion are movement and ellipsis. (For arguments
thatellipsis involves deletion, ratherthancopying or recoveryof semantic
content, see Merchant2001; Kennedy and Merchant2000a; Kennedy to
appear)In orderto determinewhich structureis optimalin TableauI, then,
we also need to ask how the variousdeletions indicatedin the tableauare
licensed.
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Let us consider first whether the deletions indicated in TableauI are
licensed by ellipsis. (90) shows that the NP complementof certainovert
determinersmay be deleted when its contentis recoverable.
(90)a. Kim could see stars,but I couldn't see [DP any tNP stars]]
b. Kim heardaboutLee's discoverybefore I heardabout [DP Pat's
0
LNr %A,&

,ll

Examples like (91) indicate that null determinersdo not license NPellipsis, however. Similarly, full DPs cannot be elided, even when the
informationthey convey is recoverable,as illustratedby (92).
(91)

*Kimcould see stars,but I couldn't see [DP L[NPstarts]].

(92)a. *Kim heard about Lee's discovery before I heard about
b. *Kimknows an astronomerwho married[Lt an astronomer].
Assuming that these facts reflect the influence of some highly ranked
constraint(s)in the grammarof English (which I will claim to be RECOVERABILITY in section4.3), we may conclude thatdeletion of the compared
constituentin candidate(b) in TableauI cannot be licensed by the principles of ellipsis: (b) cannotbe derivedby NP-ellipsis, since the headof the
comparedconstituentis null, and it cannotbe derivedthroughDP-ellipsis,
since this is not possible in English.16
Deletion of a DP is licensed when the DP is partof a movementchain,
however,assumingthe copy and delete theoryof movement.On this view,
movementis not literaldisplacementof a constituent,but is rathera complex operationconsisting of a copying component,which builds a chain,
and a deletion component, which eliminates redundantcopies from the
chain at PF. The structureof a questionlike (93a) is therefore(93b), where
the lower copy of the chain is deleted
(93)a. How many starscan you see?
b.

[DP

How many stars]can you see

how many stars]
[-pa

16 Note that I am not saying that the principles of ellipsis are never active in licensing
deletion in comparatives,only that they cannot license deletion of the comparedconstituent in CD. If deletion of the comparedconstituentcould be licensed by the principles of
ellipsis, then indeed a candidatelike (b) in TableauI should be optimal (all other things
being equal). In fact, this turnsout to be the case, as we will see in section 5.1.2.
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Typically,all of the lower membersof a chain are deleted (in English), but
the head of the chain remains.Withinthe optimalitytheoreticframework
adopted here, the fact that exactly one copy must remain follows from
and DELETE:the latter maximizes
the interactionof RECOVERABILITY
deletion, while the formeris violated only if no overt copy remainsin the
structure.'7

Deletion of the highest copy in a chain is in principle an option,
however, and would in fact be optimal if doing so would not violate RECOVERABILITY.In the case of CD in particular,if a grammaticalidentity
relationcould be establishedbetweenthe copy of the comparedconstituent
would
in SpecCP andthe head of the comparative,then RECOVERABILITY
be satisfiedandDELETEwouldactuallyforce maximaldeletionof all chain
copies.'8 Ideally,we wouldlike to avoidintroducinga new identityrelation
into the grammar,but there is reason to believe that there is in fact an
identity relation that holds between the head of the comparativeand the
copy of the comparedconstituentin SpecCP that has propertiesdistinct
from both movementand ellipsis.
Evidence that this relation cannot be reduced to ellipsis comes from
locality effects. As shown in Kennedy (1998, 1999) (see also Williams
1977 and Hazout 1995), comparativedeletion obeys a locality requirement
thatis not seen in ellipsis constructions.This is illustratedby the following
pair of examples.
(94)a. I usuallybuy books, but todayI boughtrecordswhen I couldn't
find any. (books/records)
b. ?I usually buy books, but today I bought more records than I
bought.(*b s/rcds
(94a) shows that an elided constituentcan find its antecedentnonlocally:
books can license deletion of the nominalcomplementof any. The deleted
nominal can also be licensed by the local phrase records,but this reading.
is dispreferredsince it results in an anomalousinterpretation.In contrast,
17 The constraintsI have adoptedhere do not requirethe highest copy to be retainedin
the PF form, as opposed to some otherchain element, however.I assume thatthis aspect of
chain pronunciationis controlledby some other (set of) constraint(s).See Runner(1995),
Bobaljik (1995, 1999), Pesetsky (1997), FranksBoskovic (2000) for relevantdiscussion.
18 Such a relation between an extemal head and a constituentin SpecCP of a modifier
clause is proposed in the recent analyses of relative clauses developed by Cresti (2000)
and Sauerland(1998) (see also Chomsky 1965, p. 182). Cresti takes this relation to be
ellipsis, and Saurlandshows thatit does has propertiessimilarto ellipsis but differentfrom
movement (thoughhe does not addressthe question of what exactly the licensing relation
is), but as we will see below, thereis reason to thinkthat it is unique.
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(94b) shows thatdeletion of the comparedconstituentcan only be licensed
locally (by the head of the comparative)even when this resultsin an anomalous (in this case, contradictory)interpretation.A sensible interpretation
of (94b), in which the comparedconstituentis understoodas identicalto a
nonlocal phrase,is unavailable.
An alternativeapproachwould be to reduce the relation between the
head of the comparativeand the chain in the comparativeclause to movement;i.e., to postulatethatthe head of the comparativeis derivedfrom the
clause-internalposition of the gap as proposedin Rivero (1981), Lechner
(1999) and Kayne (1994) (cf. 'head raising' analyses of relativeclauses).
This sort of analysis would have the additionaladvantageof derivingthe
locality effects observedin (94b), as pointed out by Lechner(1999), since
the head and the comparedconstituentwould literallybe the same phrase.
There are a numberof empiricalargumentsagainstthis sort of approach,
however.Since the argumentsrequiresome detaileddiscussion, and since
such an analysis represents a more general challenge to the approach
advocatedhere, I will postponediscussion of it until section 6.
Given these considerations,I conclude that there is a unique, local
grammaticalidentity relation that compares the head of the comparative
and an element in SpecCP of the comparativeclause.19If this is correct,
then the optimal candidatein comparativesin which the comparedconstituentand the head are identical - i.e., CD constructions- will be one
in which the comparedconstituentmoves to SpecCP,licensing deletion of
all copies of the chain. This is illustratedin TableauII, which is a revised
look at the competingPF representationsof the comparativeclause in (89).
(The (b) candidatefrom TableauI has been eliminatedon the assumption
thatit violates a higher-rankedconstraint,as arguedabove.)
TableauII. ComparativeDeletion (right)
DELETE
a.

b.
c.
d.
e.

STAY

than [CP the eye can see [DP stars]]

than [CP[DPstars]the eye can see [DP stars]]
than [Cp [DPstars]the eye can see LDp stars]than [Cp
sarsthe eye can see [DPstars]]
/ *than[CP[D; stars the eye can see

44"

*!
*!

*

*!

star.

19 I also expect that this is the same relation that holds between the head of a relative
clause and a moved internalhead, and thatthe analysis of comparativesthatI develop here
should extend to (at least some) relative clauses, though a full explorationof this issue is
beyond the scope of this paper. See Sauerland(1998) and Kennedy (in preparation)for
relevantdiscussion.
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An importantresult of this analysis is that CD is analyzed as ordinary
A-movement:it is not necessaryto postulatea special rule of 'comparative
deletion' or 'comparativemovement'in orderto generatethe rightoutput.
The movement operationin CD appearsspecial only because all copies
createdby movementaredeleted, a resultthatfollows fromthe assumption
that DELETE is a generalconstraintrequiringas much materialas possible
to be eliminatedfrom the PF representation,and the hypothesis that the
comparedconstituentin SpecCPcan establishan identityrelationwith the
head of the comparative, satisfying RECOVERABILITY.20

Note that the analysis also makes deletion in CD obligatory,explaining facts like (4) and Bresnan's (82b). Moreover,maximalityof deletion
follows directly from the architectureof the OT framework;it does not
have to be stipulatedin a separateconstraint,as was the case in Bresnan's
original analysis with the RelativizedA-over-A condition.This featureof
the analysis sets it apartfrom approachesthat rely on ellipsis to handle
the eliminationof redundantmaterial,since ellipsis is optional (and does
not have a maximality requirement,though maximal deletions are often
preferred).This is clearly a point in the proposal'sfavor,but it also raises
a new question: if ellipsis also involves deletion, and deletion is subject
to the same constraintsdiscussed here, why is it optional?I addressthis
questionin section 4.3.
4.2.2. Subdeletion
The crucial difference between subdeletion and comparativedeletion is
that in the former,the comparedconstituentis not identicalto the head. It
follows that any deletion of the comparedconstituentwould violate RE20 Strictly speaking, it should be the case that the D0/DegOhead of the comparedconstituentin SpecCP is not deleted. (I am gratefulto Eric Potsdamfor bringingthis point to
my attention.)Since its meaning differs from the morphologicallycomparativeD0/Dego
on the head of the comparative,its content is not recoverable(see the semantic analyses
of degree morphologyin section 3.2). Because this item is phonologically null in English,
we have the effect of full deletion. If it had content,however,we would expect it to remain
in the phonologicalrepresentation(like which, in which-relatives).This is exactly what we
see in, e.g., Bulgarian((i), from Izvorski 1995) and Greek((ii), from Rudin 1984).
(i)

Ivan izpi povece vino ot-kolkoto bjahme kupili.
Ivan drankmore winefrom-DEGwere-JPLbought
Ivan drankmore wine than we bought.
Exis
perisoteravivlia ap' osa exo
ego.
have-2PL more
books thanDEG have-]SG I
You have more books than I have.
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COVERABILITY. If RECOVERABILITY is an undominatedconstraint,the
resultis that STAY emergesas the crucialfactorwhen evaluatingcandidate
PF representationsof CSD. All relevant candidates equally violate DELETE, thereforethe optimal representationis one in which the compared
constituentremainsin situ. This is illustratedby TableauIII, which shows
the competingcandidatesfor the comparativeclause in (95).

Michael has more scoringtitles thanDennis has tattoos.

(95)

TableauII. Subdeletion
IDELETE

b.
c.

a.

, than [CPDennis has [DP tattoos]]
than [Cp [DP tattoos]Dennis has [DPtattoos]]
than [Cp [DP LIP tatIoos] Dennis has [DP tattoos]]

d.

than [cP [DP tattoos]Den-nis has [DP tattoos]]

STAY

*
*
**!

X

Viewed from the perspective of a model that evaluates syntactic wellformednessin terms of rankedand violable constraints,CSD thus represents an expected outcome: a constructionin which a lower-ranked(and
typically violated) constraintplays a crucial role in determininggrammaticality because all relevant candidates equally violate some higherrankedconstraint(s).21In particular,the (b) candidate(movementwithout
deletion), which is parallelto Bresnan's(82a), is ruled out by STAY.
21 An apparentproblem for this analysis is that it appears to incorrectlypredict that
comparativesshould allow wh-in situ when the comparedconstituentis a wh-word,as in
some dialects (see Hankamer1979). This is incorrect.
(i)a.

Johnboughtmore books thanwhat Bill bought.

b.

*Johnbought more books thanBill bought what.

There are two possible solutionsto this problem.The firstis thatwhat in these examplesis
an overtrealizationof the DegOhead of the comparedconstituent,in which case examples
like (ia) are parallel to the Bulgarianand Greek comparativesdiscussed in note 20: the
structureof (ia) is (ii), which is optimalbecause movementlicenses deletion of the lexical
componentof the comparedconstituent.
(ii)

John bought more books than [CP [DP what NP-boeeksi]Bill bought
[Dr What [Nr. books]]

If, on closer scrutiny,what tums out to be phrasalin these examples, a second solution
is that the contrastbetween (ia) and (ib) is a fact about wh-XPs, ratherthan a fact about
movementin general.Thatis, the reasonthatmovementmust occur in (ia) is because what
introducesspecific syntactic requirementsthat can only be met throughmovement.This
is a standardassumptionabout wh-XPs, which is independentlynecessary to capturethe
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Given that the (a) and the (c) candidatesin Tableau4.2.2 are stringequivalent,it is worthconsideringan even more generalanalysisof CD and
CSD, in whichbothconstructionsinvolve overtmovementof the compared
constituent,but in CSD it is only the lower copy thatis pronounced(as in
the theories of covert movement advocatedin, e.g., Bobaljik 1995, 1999
and Pesetsky 1997; cf. Brody 1995). On this view, the role of the constraint
system is to determinewhich copy of a chain (if any) is pronounced,rather
than whethera constituentis overtly moved or not.
Recent workby Boskovic (2000) arguesagainstthis approach,however
(for CSD at least; it may be correctfor othercases of 'covert' movement).
Boskovic' argues that in certain contexts, multiple wh-questionsin Romanianhave exactly the structureof the (c) candidate:the lowest copy in
a wh-chainis pronouncedinstead of the highest one (due to phonological
constraintswhich prohibitrealizationof the higher copy; see also Franks
1998). As evidence thatmovementhas actuallyoccurred,Boskovic shows
thatin just these environments,the apparentlyunmovedwh-phraselicenses
a parasiticgap. This result entails that if CSD were analyzedin the same
way (i.e., if the (c) structurewere correct),it should also license parasitic
gaps, contraryto fact. I thereforeconclude that the (a) candidateis in fact
the correctPF representationof CSD.
A final point to make about this analysis of subdeletionis that it explains why a comparedconstituentthat is lexically identical to the head
but contrastivelyfocused is not deleted, as in (96) (see (5)). (Focus can
actuallyfall on eitherthe head or the comparedconstituent,as pointed out
in Sag 1976, pp. 235-236.)

(96)

A: This desk is higherthanthat one is wide.
B: Whatis more, this desk is higherthanthatone is HIGH.

Assuming that the occurrence of the adjective high in the comparative
clause in (96) bearsa focus feature,this type of example can be explained
in exactly the same way as the more typical cases of subdeletion:deletion
of the compared constituent would entail deletion of the focus feature,
and so would violate RECOVERABILITY, since the head and the compared
constituentwould not be identical.
fact that they must undergoovert A-movement in English, while other XPs (e.g., quantificational DPs) undergoA-movementonly covertly. This hypothesis can be implemented
eitherby rankingSTAYbelow specific constraintsthat make referenceto wh-XPs (such as
Grimshaw's(1997) OPSPECor Ackema and Neeleman's (1998) Q-MARKING).
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4.2.3. PartitiveComparatives
The datadiscussed in 2.3 demonstratedthatpartitivecomparativesin both
their CD and CSD forms behave like standardCD constructionsin not
showing a CD/CSD dichotomy.That partitiveCD behaves like standard
CD is unsurprising:a sentence like (97a) can be given exactly the same
analysisas (97b): the comparedconstituentraisesto SpecCPand is deleted
in accordwith the principlesdescribedin section 4.2.1.
(97)a. Kim readmore of the books thanLee read.
Kim read more books thanLee read.
PartitiveCSD does not behave like standardCSD, however; instead,
it looks more like standardCD. In particular,partitiveCSD shows anticontraction effects, the compared constituent cannot occur in subject
position at all, and multiply-headedpartitiveCSD is ungrammatical.This
is illustratedby the examplesin (98); comparethe standardCSD examples
in (99).
(98)a. *There'smore of the fish thanthere'sof the rice in the pot.
b. *Moreof the old books were readthanI thought(that)of the new
books were read.
c. *Max sold as many of the men as many of the cars as you sold
of the women of the trucks.
(99)a. There'smore fish thanthere'srice in the pot.
b. More old books were readthanI thought(that)new books were
read.
c. Max sold as manymen as manycarsas you sold women trucks.
These facts would follow if all partitivecomparativesare syntactically
instancesof CD, in thatthey involve overtmovementof the comparedconstituent.This is the position advocatedby Grimshaw(1987), who claims
that an example like (lOGa)involves extrapositionof the of-PP plus movement of a partitiveDP, as shown in (bob). (For clarity, I will use trace
notationto indicateextraposition.)
(100)a. I readmore of the abstractsthanI readof the articles.
b.

than [cp bmuch
E.
article]i ]
...

t I I [vp [vp read bE, much tij [pp of the
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The challenge is to explain why this should be so. At the same time, we
need to ensurethatexampleslike (101), in which the comparedconstituent
moves but only part of it deletes, are not generated (cf. Bresnan 1975,
p. 63).22
(101) *Therearen'tas many of us as of them thereare.
(cf. There aren'tas many of us as there are of them.)
In fact, these results can be made to follow from the syntax of partitives, plus one additionalassumptionabout deletion in movement.First, I
assume the basic structureof partitivecomparativesto be one in which DO
selects a functionalprojection headed by an amount term (many, much,
several, etc.), which in turn selects a PP headed by of. On this view, the
structureof the comparedconstituentin an example like (lOOa)is (102),
where Do is either the comparativemorpheme or the null head of the
comparedconstituent,and QP is an arbitrarylabel for whateverfunctional
categoryis involved in partitives(cf. Bresnan1973; Corver 1997).
(102)

DP
D
er/0

QP
Q
much

pp
P
I
of

DP
/
D

NP

the

article

22 Bresnan(1975) is actuallyworriedaboutexamples like
(i).
(i)

*Thereisn't as large a numberof men as of women thereis.
(cf. There isn't as large a numberof men as thereis of women.)

This example is somewhatdifferent,since it involves an attributiveadjectivalcomparative. The explanationis similarto the one that I presentbelow, however.Assuming thatthe
of-PP is the complementof number,the materialthatneeds to be deleted to derive (i) - a
large number(or large a number,if the adjectivemust invert;see Kennedyand Merchant
2000a) - is not a constituent.The only way to delete this string is to extraposeof women
and raise the DP [a large numbert], which can be deleted underidentity with the head of
the comparative.
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Second, we need to assume that deletion of materialin SpecCP targets
phrases. Supportfor this assumptioncomes from the fact that so-called
null operators,which in the currentsystem can be analyzedas instancesof
deletion, do not pied-pipe lexical material(see Browning 1987 and Grosu
1994). Assuming the structurein (102), the result is that the elimination
of the comparedconstituentin a partitivecomparativeis an all-or-nothing
operation:if QP is deleted, then the PP complement of Q must be deleted along with it. The only way to avoid deleting the PP is thereforeto
extraposeit from the comparedconstituent.
If these assumptionsare correct,then the constraintsystem proposed
so far will conspire to derive the results we want in partitive CSD.
DELETEfavors movement of the compared constituentat the cost of a
STAY violation, since this feeds deletion of the Q element much/many.
rules out representationsin which an
At the same time, RECOVERABILITY
head
is deleted. Since deletion of the
from
the
one
on
the
distinct
of-PP
entireQP in SpecCPis the only option, this means thatthe PP must be left
behind in examples of partitiveCSD, even though extrapositionincurs a
second violation of (low-ranked)STAY.The evaluationof the comparative
clause in (103) is shown in Tableau IV, with RECOVERABILITYadded
to the tableau for completeness. Again, I show only those violations of
DELETEthatare incurredby elements of the comparedconstituent.
(103)

I read more of the abstractthan I readof the article.

TableauIV. PartitiveCSD
REC

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

than [Cp I read [DPmuch of the article]] |_
than [CP [DP much of the article]I read [up much of the rie4iel]
*
than [CP[DP much ef thc articic] I read [rr much of thc clc]]
than [cP [DP much ti ] I read [p muchiueh] [pp of the article]i]
=
/than [cp [rp
fnmeh- ti I read[rjp fmueh-ti [pp of the article]i]

DELETE

STAY

l_**_!l_

***
*
*******

**
*

According to this analysis, partitive'CSD' is syntacticallyCD, in that
it involves overt movement of a DP; this explains the fact that all partitive comparativeshave CD-like properties(anti-contractioneffects, no
multiply-headedpartitivecomparatives).At the same time, examples of
partitiveCSD obligatorilyinvolves extrapositionof the of-PP. If this expressionis not extraposed,as when it appearsin subjectposition, the result
is correctlypredictedto be ungrammatical.23
23 A questionthatremainsto be answeredis why extrapositiondoes not save an example
like (ia); (ib) appearsto be just as bad.
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4.3. Ellipsis
In section 4.1, I made the assumptionthat DELETE is a generalconstraint
that is violated by any overt material.This is appropriatefrom a theoretical standpoint,as it groundsthe constraintin a functionalprinciple of
reductionof effort on the productionside. This position makes a strong
prediction, however: DELETE should force elimination of any material
that satisfies RECOVERABILITY, since representationsin which recoverable materialis eliminated are preferredto competing representationsin
which it is not. This result derives maximalityof deletion in CD, but if it
is correct,why is deletion apparentlyoptionalin ellipsis?
The problemis illustratedby the examples in (104). In additionto the
basic CD structurein (104a), which does not involve ellipsis, there are
two ellipsis variants:one involving VP-deletion(104b), and one involving
stripping(104c) (assuming for the sake of argumentthat an ellipsis analysis of this sentenceis at least possible; see Hankamer1973; Napoli 1983;
Lechner 1999).

(i)a.

*More of the boys stayed than of the girls left.

b.

*More of the boys stayed thanleft of the girls.

This is particularlypuzzling considering the fact that the correspondingpartitivehowquestions,which should be syntacticallyparallelto the comparatives,behave as expected:
the of PP can be left behind only if it extraposes:
(ii)a.

*How many did you say of the girls left?

b.

How many did you say left of the girls?

A second issue thatneeds to be addressedin a futureinvestigationof partitivecomparatives
is the fact that partitiveCSD does not license parasiticgaps, as observed in section 2.3.
If the analysis of partitiveCSD presented above is correct, then it is not clear why this
should be so, though it presumablytells us something interesting about parasitic gaps.
Of relevance here is the fact that partitivehow many questions behave in the same way
as partitivecomparatives:parasitivegaps are licensed only if the of-PP moves undergoes
along with how many.
(iii)a.

How many did you invite of the teachersafter meeting *(them) at the open
house?

b.

How many of the teachers did you invite after meeting (them) at the open
house?
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(104)a. Michael won more scoringtitles thanDennis won.
b. Michael won more scoringtitles thanDennis did Evi-win].
c. Michael won more scoring titles thanDennis lrwonj.
In fact, once it is taken into accountthat constituentstargetedfor ellipsis
mustbe explicitly markedas such, the problemof optionalitydisappears.A
deletionanalysisof ellipsis mustaccountfor the 'communication'between
LF and PF that ensures that only a constituentthat stands in a relatively
strict identity relation to some other constituentin the discourse may be
elided. Merchant(2001) handlesthis problemby postulatingan 'E-feature'
(see also Kennedy and Merchant2000a) that may optionally be assigned
to certainheads (in English, 10, DO,CO;see Merchant(2001) for detailed
argumentsthatthe identityrelationin ellipsis is uniqueand must therefore
be annotatedin the syntactic representation).In Merchant'sanalysis, this
feature has different interpretationsat the two interface levels. At LF, it
is interpretedas a specificationthat the sister of the markedconstituent
stand in an appropriateidentity relationto some other constituentin the
discourse.(For Merchant,this is a semanticidentityrelation,thoughother
characterizationsarealso possible.) At PF,it is interpretedas an instruction
to delete, which in the currentsystem would be a requirementthat the
MORPH featureon the complementbe NIL.
Withinthe frameworkof PF constraintsproposedhere, Merchant'sEfeaturecan be analyzed exclusively in terms of its semanticcontribution:
explicit markingof a grammaticalidentityrelation.If we assume that the
interpretationof the E-featureis a specificationthat its complementXP
is identical (in whateversense is the right one for ellipsis) to some other
constituentin the discourse, then the syntacticrepresentationalone indicates that deletion of XP satisfies RECOVERABILITY. In contrast,deletion
of an XP that is not the complement of an E-markedhead (nor part of
a movementchain), should violate RECOVERABILITY, since the syntactic
representationprovidesno indicationthatXP is partof a grammaticalidentity relation. In other words, within the broadergrammaticalframework
presentedhere, once we have explicit markingof a grammaticalidentity
relation,deletion comes for free.
This resultis illustratedin TableauV, where(a)-(b) and(a')-(b') represent two differentinputs:one in which a head bears the E-featureand one
in which it does not. In the formercase, deletion is obligatory;in the latter,
it is ruled out. The underlyinglogic is that if the syntactic representation
of a sentenceexplicitly indicatesthata constituentstandsin a grammatical
identity relation to some other constituent,as in the case of ellipsis (or
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sequences of copies in movementchains), then thereis no need to include
XP in the pronouncedform. Deletion of an E-markedXP is therefore
just as obligatoryas deletion of a copy in a movementconstruction;the
apparentoptionalityof ellipsis is really optionalityof E-marking.24
TableauV. Deletion and Ellipsis
RECOVERABILITY | DELETE
a.
b.

a'
b'.

. . YE [XP I.I *!.
/... YOEX.
v"... Y0 [xp...

]*

Y

]

...

...-

*

An importantpartof this analysis is that even in cases of ellipsis, RECOVERABILITYis evaluatedlocally: it is not necessaryto invoke a search
of the discourse representationto check whetheran elided constituentis
identical to some other constituent (see the discussion of this issue in
section 4.1). Instead, it is only necessary to look to the governing head
to check whether it bears the E-feature:if it does, then deletion satisfies
RECOVERABILITY;
if it does not, then deletion violates this constraint.
This does not mean that ellipsis is not anaphoric,however.It just means
thatthe anaphoricityof ellipsis comes not from the deletion operation,but
ratherfrom the meaningof the E-feature,which statesthatthe complement
of an E-markedhead has the same meaning as some other constituentin
the discourse(see Merchant(2001) for a formalizationof this idea in terms
of Schwarzschild's1999 approachto focus and accent).25
24

An anonymousreviewercorrectlypoints out thatthe E-featureis not a deletionfeature
on this view, but ratheran identityfeature, in that its meaning is an identityrequirement.
On the surface,this looks similarto the role played by indices, but this is incorrect.Indices
are standardlyinterpretedas variables,which means that the index itself does not denote
an identity relation. Rather,the effect of identity comes from how the larger structurein
which the variables appearis evaluated.An assignmentfunction assigns the same value
to all like-namedfree variables,and an operatorassigns the same value to all like-named
variablesthat it binds.
Note also thatI am not claiming thatall cases of 'surfaceanaphora'involve the E-feature
(or its equivalent):this is a propertyof ellipsis constructionsspecifically.For example, I
do not assume thatdo so constructions,which are similarto ellipsis constructionsin many
ways, involve the E-feature.In fact, if the analysis of do so defendedin Kehler and Ward
(1999) is correct, we must assume that this expression is typically not recoverable,since
it introducesunique presuppositionsinto the discourse. An occurrenceof do so would be
recoverableonly if introducedby a headbearingthe E-feature,which would furtherrequire
anotheroccurrenceof do so in the discourse.
25 The analysis thereforeclaims that a sentence like (ia), with the structurein (ib), is
perfectly well-formed when utteredout of the blue (contraHankamerand Sag 1976), but
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Finally,this approachto ellipsis also allows us to explainthe impossibility of the (b) candidatein TableauI, in which the comparedconstituentis
deleted in situ, in termsof RECOVERABILITY. As pointedout by Merchant
(2001, pp. 60-61), the E-featureallows us to accountfor language-internal
and cross-linguisticdifferences in the types of constituentsthat may be
elided in terms of independently necessary mechanisms of feature licensing. If we assume that languages may impose restrictionson which
heads may bear the E-feature- in English, certain types of CO,II, and
Do - then we can explain why only certainconstituentselide. In particular, if we assume that neither V? nor null Do are possible hosts for the
E-featurein English, gaps correspondingto full DPs would have representationsparallelto (b') in TableauV above, and so would be ruledout by
RECOVERABILITY.

4.4. Summary
To summarize,the rule of English comparativeformationthat emerges
from the analysispresentedhere can be statedas in (105).
(105)

English ComparativeFormation(final)
Move the comparedconstituentto the specifierof the complement of than.

(105) is in effect a restatementof C-SCOPE,and is of course not a grammaticalrule in the standardsense, but rathera descriptionof a movement
operationwhich I assume to be driven by independentpropertiesof the
comparedconstituent.In particular,I assume this movementto be driven
by the semantic requirementsof the comparative:given the semantic
analysis of degree morphologyadoptedin section 3.2, the comparedconstituentmust move as statedin (105) in orderfor the comparativeclause to
be properlyinterpretedas a definitedescriptionof a degree.
Crucially,within the analytical frameworkdeveloped in the previous
sections, this is all that needs to be said aboutthe syntax of comparatives
specifically: the distinctionbetween overt and covert movement and the
obligatorinessof deletionin CD follow fromthe differentrankingsof STAY
and C-SCOPE at LF and PF and the relativerankingof RECOVERABILITY,
is anomalousbecause the semanticrequirementsimposed by the E-feature(roughly, 'find
an antecedentVP in the discourse') cannotbe met.
(i)a.
b.

?Kimcan.
Kim canE L

r

juggle]
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DELETE and STAY at PF.All otherthingsbeing equal, whenevermovement
providesthe sole means of generatinga representationthatmaximizes satisfaction of DELETE - wheneverthe comparedconstituentis identical to
the head (CD) - it must occur. Conversely,whenevermovementdoes not
optimize deletion - wheneverthe comparedconstituentis not identicalto
the head (CSD) - it must not occur.
This resultis quitedifferentfromwhatwe would obtainin, for example,
a syntacticframeworkin which movementis drivenexclusively by feature
strength,as in most workin the MinimalistProgram.In orderto capturethe
distinctionbetween CD and CSD in this type of system, we would need to
make the ad hoc stipulationthat the featureson the comparedconstituent
are strong when it is identical to the head and weak when it is not. This
propositionis not only falsified by datato be discussed in the next section,
which show that even in some cases of identity (CD) the comparedconstituentdoes not move, it is also completely devoid of explanatorypower.
Such an approachwould indeed be subjectto Bresnan's(1975) objections,
since it would be " . . . accidentalthat the moved constituentsundergodeletion and that the elements moved just happento be those which would
be maximallyrecoverableif deleted".

5. MORE EVIDENCE FOR OPTIMALITY

5.1. IdentitywithoutMovement
This section provides language-internalsupportfor the OptimalityTheoretic analysis of comparativespresentedhere by showing that there are
contexts in which a comparedconstituentis identical to the head of the
comparative,but it does not move overtly.On the surface, such cases appearto violate the principlesthatwere introducedin the previoussection to
derive the relationbetween identityand movementin comparatives.However, this apparentcontradictionis precisely why these facts constitutean
argumentin favor of an OT analysis. As we will see below, the principles
that normallyforce movement in such contexts are violated precisely because doing so resultsin a representationthatbettersatisfiesthe overallset
of constraintson PF representations.
5.1.1. Multiply-HeadedComparatives
A surprisingpiece of evidence in favor of the analysis of subdeletion
developed in section 4.2.2 comes from a set of data involving multiplyheaded comparatives.We have already seen that multiply-headedCD is
ruled out because it would requiretwo instances of overt A-movement.
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For any input containinga pair of identical comparisons,however, there
are other possible outputsthat must be consideredin additionto the one
thatcorrespondsto the structurewith multipleA-movements.In particular
we need to consideroutputsin which only one of the two comparedconstituentsis moved and deleted, while the second remainsin situ and overt.
(I am very gratefulto MarcusHiller for suggestingthis to me.)
The examples in (106) and (107) illustratethe variouspossibilities we
need to consider,rangingfrom movementand deletion of both compared
constituents,to no movementor deletion at all.
(106)a. *Universityofficials convinced more researchersto join more
committeesthanthey had ever convincedto join before.
b. *Universityofficials convinced more researchersto join more
committees than they had ever convinced researchersto join
before.
c. ?Universityofficials convinced more researchersto join more
committees than they had ever convinced to join committees
before.
d. *Universityofficials convinced more researchersto join more
committees than they had ever convinced researchersto join
committeesbefore.
(107)a. *Max persuadedmore men to buy more cars than you persuadedto buy.
b. *Max persuadedmore men to buy more cars than you persuadedmen to buy.
c. ?Max persuadedmore men to buy more cars than you persuadedto buy cars.
d. Max persuadedmore men to buy more cars than you persuadedmen to buy cars.
The interestingexamples are the (c) sentences, in which the higher of the
two comparedconstituentsis moved anddeletedandthe lowerone remains
in situ. While these sentencesare somewhatdegraded,presumablybecause
of the redundancyin the comparativeclause and their overall complexity,
they contrastquite clearly with the other examples, which are completely
unacceptable.
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In fact, this patternof data is exactly what the analysis predicts.Even
though the (c) structuresforego deletion of a phrase that could be eliminated without violating RECOVERABILITY, the other candidatesare less
optimal:the (a) candidateviolates whateverconstraintrules out multiple
wh-movement,the (b) candidateviolates Superiority,and the (d) candidate violates DELETE twice. TableauVI provides a schematic illustration
of how the competing structuresare evaluated,where CC1 and CC2 are
the comparedconstituents,and SUPERIORITY and *MuLT-whare abbreviations for whateverconstraintor set of constraintsis responsiblefor these
restrictions.(I have left these constraintsunorderedwith respect to each
otherfor simplicity.)
TableauVI. Multiply-headedCD
*MULT-wh [DELETE

S UPERIORITY

a.
b.
c.
d.

.
*T
... CC1 ]
than [Cp
Vthan [cp EC- ... *- CC2]
than [cp ... CC1 CC2]

than[Cp CPT

**
*!

*1

STAY
**

*

** !

What is particularlyinteresting about these facts is that they clearly
illustrateboth constraintviolation and optimization.Even though the (c)
candidatefails to (move and) delete a comparedconstituentunderidentity
with the correspondinghead,the structureis optimalbecause the only way
to fully satisfy DELETE - movement - would incur a violation of some
higher-rankedconstraint.At the same time, (107c) and (106c) demonstrate
that a simple rule for comparativesof the form '(move and) delete a compared constituentwhen it is identical to the head' would be too strong.
This is a problemfor any analysis of comparativesstatedin termsof absolute constraints,regardlessof whetherit is formulatedin terms of feature
strength(an approachwe have alreadyseen to be stipulative)or unbounded
deletion of identicalmaterial(as in Bresnan 1975). This patternof data is
an expected result in a model in which well-formednessis determinedby
an optimalitymetric,however.
5.1.2. HiddenSubdeletion
A second context in which we find identity without movement involves
the interactionof comparativesand ellipsis. Recall that the definition of
DELETE was formulatedto be as generalas possible: it rules out any overt
expressions. If this is the correct characterizationof this constraint,then
the constraintshouldnot care how deletion is licensed:the resultis what is
important,not the meansthatachieve the result.In section4.2.1, I observed
that there are at least two ways to license deletion of phrasalmaterialin
English:movementand ellipsis. I also claimedthatin examplesof CD like
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(108), movementis the only means of deleting the comparedconstituent,
because in situ deletion of an argumentviolates RECOVERABILITY (see
section 4.3). Thus, even though the representationsin (109a) and (109b)
equally satisfy DELETE, and (109b) better satisfies STAY, (109a) must be
the actualstructureof (108).
(108)

Dennis has more tattoosthanMichael has.

(109)a. Dennis has more tattoos than [cp Erptattoos] Michael has
LIPtattoos]]

b. *Dennishas more tattoosthan [cp Michael has E-, tattoes]
This reasoning,though,predictsthatif the comparedconstituentwere part
of a largerphrasethatcould be legally deleted, then it shouldremainin its
base position. In other words, the rankingof DELETE over STAY doesn't
simply favorsyntacticrepresentationsin which movementoccurs in order
to license deletion, it also entails that syntactic representationsin which
deletion can be licensed withoutmovementare the best of all.
To check this prediction,we must look at cases of comparativeellipsis:
CD constructionsin which additionalphrasalmaterialis targetedby ellipsis. Consider,for example, the sentence in (110), which is just like (108)
except thatthe embeddedVP is the targetof VP-deletion.
(110)

Dennis has more tattoosthanMichael does.

The two crucialcandidaterepresentationsof this sentenceare one in which
the comparedconstituentmoves and deletes and one in which it remains
in situ, as shown in TableauVII.
TableauVII. HiddenSubdeletion
DELETE STAY
a.
b.

than [C ptyianettos] Michael does [vP have [Dp tattoos]]]
., than [CPMichael does [vp have [DP tattoos]]]

Although the candidates correspondto identical surface strings, and so
equally satisfy DELETE, they differ with respect to the lower rankedconstraintSTAY. In particular,the comparedconstituentin (b) is containedin
the elided VP, and so is eliminated without movement. As a result, this
candidateis predictedto be optimal.
The predictionof the analysis, then, is that examples of comparative
ellipsis should have what I will call a HIDDEN SUBDELETION structure:
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one in which the compared constituent remains in situ, even though it
is identical to the head. Clearly, if evidence for hidden subdeletioncan
be identified,it would provide a powerfultool for distinguishingbetween
differentanalyses of comparatives.A standardapproachusing hardconstraints should predict either that overt movement (or the equivalent)
occurs in CD regardless of whether or not the comparedconstituentis
contained in an elided phrase (a prediction we saw to be incorrect in
the previous section), or at least that movement should always be an option. In contrast,the OptimalityTheoreticanalysis that I have advocated
here clearly predictsthat the hidden subdeletionstructureis the only possible representationin these contexts, since the alternativestructurewith
movementis less optimal.
Two contexts provide evidence for hidden subdeletion. The first involves multiply-headedcomparatives.While multiply-headedCD is generally impossible (modulo the observationsin the previous section), this
constraint is not absolute. In particular,multiple CD is possible if the
compared constituents are contained in a larger deleted constituent,an
observation made by Izvorski (1995) but as yet unexplained (see also
Andrews 1985). This is illustratedby the contrastsin (111) and (112).
(1ll)a.

*Max persuaded more people to buy more cars than you
persuadedto buy.

b. Max persuadedmorepeople to buy more cars thanyou did.
(1 12)a. *Chnstmasdoesn't make as many children as happy as birthdays make.
b. Christmasdoesn't make as many childrenas happy as birthdays do.
These facts follow if VP-deletion forces a hidden subdeletion structure
in CD. If deletion of the VPs in (11 ib) and (1 12b) forces the compared
constituentto remainin situ, as arguedabove, then the PF representations
assigned to these examples are as shown in (113).
(1 13)a. Max persuadedmore people to buy more cars than you did
___
x[LIJ %onars]]1
LL}FFj
["A YJJ
pe. ople]t buy
LV pIsadd[
LIJr
I
b. Christmasdoesn't makeas manychildrenas happyas birthdays
L.- mak1
L1 children]
do LVJ
x&L4%%-'
r
t
II'%JAA%&x%JJI

E,
happy]]
VeFJRLF
.
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Crucially, neither structure involves multiple instances of overt Amovement,so they are correctlypredictedto be well-formed.
A second piece of evidence for hidden subdeletioncomes from the interactionof VP-deletionand parasiticgaps in comparatives.As shown by
the contrastsin (114) and (115), VP-deletionandothertypes of ellipsis can
bleed otherwise acceptableparasiticgaps in comparatives.(Kennedyand
Merchant(2000a) observe, but do not explain, similar facts in attributive
comparatives.)
(1 14)a. Mo interviewedmore suspects than Art interviewedwithout
arrestinge.
b. *Mo interviewedmore suspects than Art did without arresting
e.
(1 15)a. I actuallyliked more of the films that came out this year than
I expectedto enjoy before seeing e.
b. *I actuallyliked more of the films that came out this year than
I expectedto before seeing e.
Note thatthis is not a propertyof VP-deletionin general:A-movementout
of a deleted VP in relative clauses and questions can license a parasitic
gap, as shown by the examples in (116).
(116)a. The books thatHillarythrewaway afterreadinge are the same
ones thatMax did before readinge.
b. Hillarybought the same car that I did after seeing advertisede
on TV.
Again, the contrastsin (114) and (115) follow if VP-deletion forces the
hidden subdeletionanalyses of these comparativesshown in (117). Since
the comparedconstituentsdo not move, they do not license parasiticgaps.
(1 17)a. *Mo interviewed more suspects than Art
withoutarrestingei.
[[V interview
suspects]L]

did

b. *I actuallyliked more of the films thatcame out this year than
I expected to [ like [, films]1]before seeing ei.
The parasiticgap facts areparticularlyimportant,because they demonstratethata hiddensubdeletionanalysisin instancesof comparativeellipsis
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is not just an option, it is in fact the only possible analysis. If a hidden subdeletionstructurewere possible but not required,then (1 14b) and
(1 15b) would have alternativeparses in which the comparedconstituent
moves and deletes, licensing the correspondingparasiticgaps. Thatthese
sentences are ill-formed shows that overt movement is impossible:when
a comparedconstituent identical to the head can be eliminated without
movement,it does not move. This result follows directly from an Optimality Theoreticanalysis, but it would have to be stipulatedin frameworks
thatdo not incorporatesome kind of optimalitymetric.
5.2. Cross-LinguisticVariationin Comparatives
Within OptimalityTheory, differences between languages are accounted
for in terms of constraintre-rankings.Indeed, showing that typological
differencescan be straightforwardlyexplainedin these termsis one of the
most importanttypes of argumentfor the approachin general.In the case
of comparatives,however,it is difficultto use this metric, as the syntactic
means of expressing comparisonin the world's languages vary quite dramatically.(See Stassen (1985) for a comprehensivesurveyof comparative
constructionsin the languagesof the world.)In particular,many languages
do not appearto use A-movement constructionsto express comparison.
Since the constraintsI have posited for English are constraintsgoverning the expression and derivationof A-chains, the principles that I have
proposed here will not necessarily apply to the analysis of comparatives
in other languages.It follows that a full explorationof the cross-linguistic
predictionsof the analysis firstrequiresa comprehensivesyntacticanalysis
of the structuralaspects of comparisonin a variety of languages, a task
that is beyond the scope of this paper.I will thereforelimit myself to a
discussion of what sort of variationwe should expect to find, plus a brief
examinationof a couple of cases thatappearto fit in with the expectations
of the analysis.
The most obvious question that needs to be answered is whetherthe
constraintre-rankingSTAY >> DELETE is manifested in some language.
All other things being equal, this type of constraintorderingwould result in a language in which the comparedconstituentis either not moved
and not deleted, or else not moved but deleted in accord with some other
principle operativein the language. For example, if a language allowed
DP ellipsis, we would expect nominalcomparativesto look just like English superficially,but to not involve overt movement. (Such a language
would therefore(in principle)allow multipleCD and not license parasitic
gaps in comparatives.)Alternatively,if DP ellipsis were not an option, we
would expect only covert movementin comparatives,and some (possibly
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reduced) expression of the compared constituentin CD. Whetherthese
options are manifestedremainsto be seen.
There are other possible constraintre-rankingsto consider which do
appearto be manifestedcross-linguistically.For example, if STAY were
rankedbelow C-SCOPE at PF, the result would be overt movementin subdeletion. As reportedin Rivero(1981), Knowles (1984), andPrice (1990),
CastilianSpanishis just such a language.This is illustratedby the following examples from Price (1990, p. 43) (see Borsley 1984 for similarfacts
in Polish equatives).26
(1 18)a. Mi padre vende mas libros que discos comprami madre.
myfather sells morebooks than recordsbuys my mother
My fathersells morebooks thanmy motherbuys records
b.*Mipadre vende ma's libros que mi madre compradiscos.
myfather sells morebooks than my motherbuys records
(1 19)a. La mesa es ma's largeque anchaes la puerta.
the table is more long than wide is the door
The table is longer thanthe door is wide.
b.*La mesa es mas largeque la puertaes ancha.
the table is more long than the door is wide
26 Rivero (1981, p. 192) presentsthe following examples as evidence thatthis is indeed
A-movement. (i) shows that CSD in Spanish can operate over a long distance, and (ii)
shows thatit is sensitive to the Complex NP Constraint.
(i)

Aqui hay
tantos libros como revistas espero que prometas
Here there-areas-many books as
journals I-hope that you-will-promise
que compraras tu.
thatyou-will-buyyou
Here thereare as manybooks as I hope you will promiseto buyjournals.

(ii)*

Aqui hay
tantos libros como revistas espero tu promesa de que
Here there-areas-many books as
journals I-hope your promise of that
compraras tu.
you-will-buyyou
Here there are as many books as I am waiting for to your promise to buy
journals.
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(120)a. El crio gatea ma's cuidadosamenteque descuidadamente
than carelessly
the baby crawls more carefully
anda su hermana.
walks his sister
The baby crawls more carefullythanhis sister walks carelessly.
b.*El crio gatea mas cuidadosamenteque su hermanaanda
than his sister walks
the baby crawls more carefully
descuidadamente.
carelessly
A similartype of case would be one in which the relativerankingof DELETE and STAY is as in English, but STAY is ranikedabove the constraints
thatforce overtmovementof wh-XPs (see AckemaandNeeleman 1998 for
an OT analysisof the typology of wh-movement);this would give us a whin situ language with overt movement in comparatives.Japaneseappears
to be such a language, since accordingto Kikuchi (1989) (see also Ishii
1991), CD in Japanesehas the canonicalpropertiesof overtA-movement:
it requiresa gap, it may occur across a bridgeverb,it is sensitiveto islands,
it shows crossovereffects, and it licenses parasiticgaps. This is illustrated
by the following set of datafrom Kikuchi(1989).27
(121)

t/*sore/*soreraIhon-oyonda yorimo
Tom-wa John-ga
Tom-TOP John-NOM t/it/them/book-ACC read than
hon-o
takusanyonda.
book-ACCmany read
Tomread morebooks thanJohnread t/*it/*them/*thebooks.

27 A caveat:Ayumi Ueyama (personalcommunication)informs me thatthe facts reported by Kikuchi are not fully representativeof the class of comparativeconstructionsin
Japanese,and thatit is unclearwhetherKikuchi'sgeneralizationshold across the board.It
is possible that Japanese(like English, for that matter)has differentmeans of expressing
the same concept (cf. Kim is taller than Lee andKim'sheight exceeds Lee's height), which
involve differentfunctionalvocabulariesand are thereforesubjectto differentconstraints.
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omotte
John-ga t yonda to iwarete iru to minna-ga
John-NOMt read C is-said ASP C everyone-NOMthink
yonde ita
iru yorimo Mary-wa takusanhon-o
ASP than Mary-TOPmany book-ACCread ASP
Mary has read more books than everyone thinks that it is said
thatJohnread.

(122)

(123)

*

okita
John-ga t yonde ita tokini zisin-ga
John-nom t read ASP when earthquake-NOMhappened
yonde ita
yorimo Paul-wa harukanitakusannohon-o
book-ACCread ASP
than Paul-TOPfar
many
Paul has read more books than an earthquakehappenedwhen
John was reading.

(124)

*

Zibun-tati-gai rakudaisita koto-ga
fact-NOM
self-PL-NOM flunked
harukani takusanno gakusei-o
students-ACC
far
many

t odorokasita yorimo
t surprised than
Bill-ga
rakudaisita
Bill-NOM flunked

koto-ga odorokasita
fact-NOM surprised
The fact that Bill flunkedsurprisedfar more studentsthan the
fact thattheyi flunkedsurprisedti.
(125)

Ronbun-nituiteieba Bill-wa John-gai London-de ei kaita
article-about say Bill-TOP John-NOMLondon-at ei wrote
ato Paris-de ti happyousita yorimo ookuno ronbun-o
many article-ACC
after Paris-at ti published than
America-dekaite ita
America-at writeASP
As for the articles, Bill wrote more articles in America than
Johnhad publishedti in Parisafterhe wrote ei in London.
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ANALYSIS

Perhaps the strongest challenge to the analysis of comparativesthat I
have developed here comes from recent work by Lechner (1999), which
analyzes CD as movementof the comparedconstituentfrom its base position in the comparativeclause into the head position (see also Rivero
1981 and Kayne 1994, and the analyses of relative clauses in Schachter
1973; Vergnaud1974; and Carlson 1977). This type of approach,traditionally referred to as the RAISINGANALYSIS,assigns typical instances of

comparativedeletion the structuresin (126).
(126)a. Michael has [DP more [NP scoring titles] than [cp Dennis has
LNY

1wjj

b. Michael's feet are [DegP [AP wide] er than [cp my feet are
.v
LAr

`
,;jl

Although Lechnerdoes not discuss CSD, the most naturalassumptionis
that both the head and the comparedconstituent are generated in their
surfacepositions, as in (127).
(127)a. Michael has [DP more [Np scoring titles] than [cp Dennis has
tattoos]]
b. Michael's feet are [DegP[APwide] er than [cPmy feet are long]]
If we add the furtherassumptionthat the comparedconstituentmust raise
at LF (e.g., for interpretivereasons, as in the analysis proposedhere; cf.
Rivero 1981), then the various propertiesof CD and CSD could be explained in exactly the same way that I explained them in section 3: CD
would involve overt movement of the compared constituent, and CSD
would involve covert movementof the comparedconstituent.
The crucial difference between a raising analysis and my proposal
is that the former would not need to assume that syntactic constraints
are ranked and violable. Instead, it would derive the derivationaldifference between CD and CSD from the plausible assumptionthat an empty
head position in a comparativemust be filled. In Lechner (1999), this
hypothesis is implemented by postulating a feature on the head that is
eliminatedby movementof the comparedconstituent,with the resultthat
overtmovementis forced in CD by principlesof featurechecking.
There are at least three compelling argumentsagainst this type of approach,two of which come from data we have alreadyseen. (See Carlson
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(1977) for additional argumentsagainst a raising analysis of comparatives.) Recall fromthe previoussection thatmultiply-headedCD is possible
in an example like (128a) because VP-deletionforces the hidden subdeletion analysis in (128b), in which the comparedconstituentsdo not move
overtly.
(128)a. Christmasdoesn't make as manychildrenas happyas birthdays
do.
b. Christmasdoesn't makeas manychildrenas happyas birthdays
do

[ _ make [_

LVY

LLa

F

children]

[_

Legir

_ happy]
11u]V

j

If the head of the comparativewere derived from an internal position,
however,then the structureassignedto (128a) wouldpresumablybe (129),
not (128b).
(129)

Christmasdoesn't make as many [NP children]as [Aphappy]as
birthdays do

LVY

L hp-y][L
LINF cLhldJren]

]J

If this were the correct analysis, however, there would be no difference
between the well-formedmultiply-headedstructureswith VP-deletionand
the unacceptableexamples without ellipsis (such as (112a) above): both
would involve the same movementsof the same constituents.The analysis
should thereforepredicteither that VP-deletionshould not save multipleCD, or thatmultiple-CDshouldalways be possible. As we have seen, both
predictionsare wrong.
The interaction of parasitic gaps and VP-deletion in comparatives
provides a similar argumentagainst the raising analysis. In section 5.1.2,
the unacceptabilityof (130) was shown to follow from the fact that VPdeletion forces a hidden subdeletionanalysis of the comparative:since no
overt movementoccurs, the parasiticgap is not licensed.
(130) *Mo interviewedmore suspectsthanArt did withoutarrestingei
The problemfor the raising analysis is that if the overt head of the comparativewere raisedfrom a lower position, the structureassigned to (130)
would be (131).
(131)

Mo interviewed [DP more [NP suspects]i than Art did
[E interview[NP suspects]
1] NA withoutarrestingei]

(130) should thereforehave the same syntactic analysis as a comparable
comparativethatdoes not involve VP-deletion(such as (1 14a) above), with
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the result that the analysis incorrectlypredictsthat a parasiticgap should
be possible.
The only way to save the raising analysis from these two problems
would be to make essentially the same claim that I made in section 5.1.2:
deletionof a phrasethatcontainsthe comparedconstituentforces a hidden
subdeletionanalysis (i.e., it forces base-generationof the head, ratherthan
raising).In my proposal,this result follows from principlesof optimality,
in particular,the emergenceof the lower-rankedconstraintSTAY as the crucial factordeciding between representationsthat equally satisfy DELETE.
It is unclearwhat this result would follow from in a raising analysis that
does not makeessentially the same set of assumptionsaboutoptimality.28
A third argumentagainst a raising analysis comes from disjoint reference effects in the comparativeclause. Lechner (1999) argues that the
impossibilityof coreferencein (132a) providesan argumentin favorof the
raising approach,since this type of analysis, in conjunctionwith the copy
theory of movement, assigns this sentence the structurein (132b), which
violates ConditionC.
(132)a. *Louiseis prouderof Frankithanhei is.
b. Louise is [DegP [AP prouder of Franki] than hei is
[r_tud

of Fran-k]]

If this is the correct analysis, however,the acceptabilityof (133a) comes
as a surprise,since (133b) also violates ConditionC:
(133)a. Louise is prouderof Frankithanhei thinksshe is.
b. Louise is [DegP [AP prouderof Franki] than hei thinks she is

]]
[,P proudof Frank1
The contrastbetween (132a) and (133a) representsa serious challenge to
the raising analysis, since the very same assumptionthat rules out the
28 In section 5.1.2, I pointed out that VP-deletion in relative clauses does not bleed
parasiticgaps, as shown by (i).
(i)

Hillarybought the same car thatI did afterseeing advertisede on TV.

This difference between relative clauses and comparativessuggests that the raising analysis may in fact be correct for the former, as claimed by Carlson (1977) (for amount
relatives specifically). See Kayne (1994), Grosu and Landman(1998), Sauerland(1998),
Bhatt (2000), and Bianchi (2000) for recent argumentsin favor of a raising analysis for
relatives,but see also Borsley (1997) for an opposing view.
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former- that the head originatesinside the comparativeclause - should
also rule out the latter.
The contrastbetween these two examplescan be accommodatedwithin
the analysisI have developedhere, however,if we add the assumptionthat
deletion of chain copies under identity with the head of the comparative
does not require strict form identity, but only a weaker requirementof
identityof reference,as arguedindependentlyfor relativeclauses in Sauerland (1998).29If this is correct,then (133a) could have a representationin
which the comparedconstituentactuallycontains a pronounthat corefers
with the occurrenceof Frankin the head, as in (134), which is perfectly
well-formed.
(134)

Louise is prouderof Franki than [cp [egi' proudof him ]
hei
preud of
thinks she is
Leg-

him1Ij]

The unacceptabilityof (132a) may then be analyzedas a violationof Condition B, ratherthan ConditionC, since the structureassigned to it would
be (135).
(135) *Louiseis prouderof Frankithan [cp [luegy proudof himL]hei is
h1
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.1.,1
dohI1]]
[Luegr proul
-

r

s

Crucially, it must not be the case that there is an alternativesyntactic
analysis of (132a) in which the comparedconstituentcontains a reflexive
pronoun,as in (136), since such a structurewould not violate the principles
of the Binding Theory.
(136)

Louise is prouderof Frankithan[cp Legr proudof himselfi] hei
is [i,egFprud

of hi-s-lf11]

In fact, there are good reasons to believe that (136) is not a possible analysis of (132a). A numberof researchershave arguedthatreflexivepredicates are semanticallydistinctfrom their non-reflexivecounterparts(see in
particularBach and Partee 1980 and Reinhartand Reuland 1993). If this is
29 Sauerlandargues that deletion of relativeclause internalchain copies underidentity

with an external(nonderived)head requiresonly identityup to 'vehicle change', in Fiengo
and May's (1994) terms. Safir(1999) arguesfor the same conclusion, but because he ends
up adopting a raising analysis of relative clauses, he also extends the proposal to apply
in the actual copying component of movement. Such an assumptiondrasticallyweakens
the notion of 'copy', however, and should be met with some scepticism. Here I maintain
the strongerposition that copies created by movement are identical to each other in all
respects.
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correct,then the head and comparedconstituentin (136) are not identical,
and thereforedeletion of the chain in (136) violates RECOVERABILITY.
Regardlessof how this issue is resolved, the crucialpoint to take away
from this discussion is that since a raising analysis states that the head
of the comparativeis literally the same as the comparedconstituent,it
makes the wrong predictionsregardingexamples like (133a). In contrast,
the movement-plus-deletionanalysis that I have advocatedin this paper
can appealto independentlymotivatedpropertiesof deletionrules (such as
conditions on identity)to explain the data.
A final, and more general, question that remains unexplained on a
raising analysis is why deletion is obligatory in CD. If the head of the
comparativecan optionally be base generated,ratherthan derived - an
assumptionthatis necessaryto accommodatesubdeletionstructures- then
it is unclearwhat rules out examples like (137).
(137) *Michaelhas more scoring titles thanDennis has scoring titles
To paraphraseBresnan,it becomes accidentalon this analysisthatmaximally recoverableconstituentsmust be deleted.
7. CONCLUSION
This paper has presentedan analysis of the syntax of English comparatives in which comparativedeletion involves overtmovementplus deletion
of a comparedconstituent,while comparativesubdeletioninvolves covert movement of the same element. This analysis was shown to provide
a principledexplanationof both the similaritiesand differencesbetween
these two types of comparatives,thus achieving a level of descriptiveand
explanatoryadequacynot matchedby earlierproposals.At the same time,
the overt/covertmovementdistinctionbetween CD and CSD was shown
to follow from generalassumptionsaboutthe relationbetween movement,
identity and deletion in a model in which syntacticconstraintsare ranked
and violable. While the largerimplicationsof this proposalmustbe further
explored, its overall success in accounting for the (apparentlyparadoxical) properties of comparativesand in uncovering and explaining new
facts (such as the hidden subdeletiondata) make it a strongargumentfor
optimalityin syntax.
I have formulatedthe analysis of comparativesin terms of a syntactic
frameworkthat posits two levels of syntactic representation,but this assumption is arguablynot necessary. The two syntactic features that are
most importantto the analysis are the 'gap' property (whether an expression that has a semantic value has a phonological value) and the
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'displacement'property(whether an expression is interpretedin the position in which it is pronounced).Using this terminology,the difference
between CD and CSD in English can be restatedas follows: both CD and
CSD involve displacement,but only CD createsa gap. Since all generative
syntacticframeworkshave some mechanism(s)for handlingdisplacement
and gaps, it should be possible to transferthe core of the analysis itself
to anotherframework.Whethersuch an alternativeapproachis viable will
depend crucially on whetherthe differencesbetween CD and CSD that I
accountedfor in terms of overt vs. covert movement- in particular,parasitic gap licensing and the distributionof multiply-headedcomparativescan be satisfactorilyexplained without referenceto this distinction.This
question is particularlyrelevant given the complex interactionof overt
movementand ellipsis (the 'hiddensubdeletion'data)discussed in section
5.1, which cruciallyshowed that even comparativesthat normallyrequire
a gap in the position of the comparedconstituentdo not requireone - in
fact, forbidone - when this position is includedin the targetof ellipsis.
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